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EDITORIAL 
CATHARSIS 
Good way to start this editorial - sitting 
in the sun, ruminating - sun so warm and 
sleepy - probably when I'm 80 I'll remember 
these moments above all the things that seem 
so important and pressing now. 
Most of the time we shuffle along, gripping 
frantically onto our patterned lives by sheer 
force of instinct, trying to protect ourselves 
from the reality of knowing we don't know; 
most of the time, weighed down by the larger 
issues, we tend to overlook individuals and the 
bits and pieces that fold together to make a life. 
Like Letters-to-the-Edilor: 
/ like surfing and bikes, but don't bother me 
with social problems 
(orj I want to read about social problems; I 
have no time for joy 
(or) I am 20, and I do not want to die 
I followed up that last letter, talked to a 
student suffering from leukaemia and came 
back to the office full of his tragedy, ready to 
write a story about the loneliest time of all. 
But somewhere in the process, the theme 
lost its impetus: "too sentimental," said some; 
"Reader's Digest" Ithe ultimate insult), said 
others; "you'll lose your credibility," said the 
rest. 
I didn't drop the project - it bobbed 
along in the main-stream of apathy and pro-
crastination while a fellow student turned 21, 
and, wanting to live, died. 
If we are the epitome of our kind, heaven 
help our kind. All our jottings, noises and 
artifacts count for nothing if we do not count 
for something. 
The only consolation - and it Is a small 
one - is the thought that every mistake we 
make among the animals unlocks remorseful 
energy that permits further movement among 
the stars. 
So now, too late (and at the risk of "losing 
credibility"), I can only say: Sorry, fellow 
traveller, see you in the melting pot, j j j 
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A POINT OF VIEW 
Dear Editor, 
Congratulations! You're douig basically 
a good job. Being new, though, perhaps you 
are a little too zealous, a little too idealistic 
about the many reforms needed today. These 
reforms, thougji quite legitimate (and sadly 
so) are so hackneyed and worn I don't both-
er reading about them any more. Homosex-
ual rights, Israel, Palesthie, women's lib 
the list is endless, boringly so. An average stu-
dent (like me??) enjoys reading things new, 
refrediing, informative, like the Surfing arti-
cle in no 5 or the "Ride to Live" motorbike 
article in no 3. Please cut down on the refor-
mist and political issues. No one doubts their 
importance, but tlicy are being done, and 
done, and done again till the 'ad nauseum' 
point is reached. "Semper Floreat" must cat-
er for the masses, however stupid and apath-
etic, not to the fervent few. A newspaper's 
functions arc not only to inform and educate, 
but to entertain. 
Sincerely, 
Bany Pittaian 
ABORTION 
Dear Editor, 
\Vhat arc all these confused aiguments 
about what sort of an issue, social, moral, 
whatever, abortion is? Issue, schmissue, as 
they say in the Yiddish. There's only one 
issue, for God's sake, and that's whether 
any human being has an equal right with 
any other human being to have his life leg-
ally protected. (That, anyway, is the abort-
ion issue, which is what we're on about.) 
I suggest that it's Rosalind Innes and 
Michael Thompson who are tiyuig to cover 
a bankrupt aigument (that one person's cori-
vonience is more important than another per-
son's life) wilh many fine phrases - and 
some not so fine. Every issue is a moral is-
sue, if you like and we arc not all suggest-
ing (though some may be) that society sho- •. 
uld enforce all our moral views. But if soc-
iely should enforce anything (or rather, pro-
hibit anything) then its basic function is su-
rely to prevent attacks by indtvkluals on 
one another's rights. We usually recognize 
a certain heirarchy of rights and object lou-
dly when people get it arse-up - e.g. by put-
ting a male's right to darned socks before a 
female's right to a decent job. I hope we'U 
keep oh objecting, on our own behalf as 
well as for those who can't say much for 
themselves. 
Most people would like a less violent 
world, one hopes. To kill a human being is 
an act of violence, and il is tragic nonsense 
for people who make noisesaboul peace and 
freedom to demand in the next breath that 
the rai^e of legally sanctioned violent act-
ions should be broadened. 
You can call "enforced pregnancy" (there 
arc those emotive terms again!) violence if 
you like, but it is merely orie instance of the 
situation we human beings are ui, for good 
or ill. We are, in other words, lumbered with 
one another, and a bloody nuisance, it can be 
too, hut wc might Tmd ourselves terribly lon-
ely if we go on shrugging too vigoroudy. 
Granted a hundred tunes, that women 
have been got at because of their reproduct-
ive capacity, biit the problem's arise just as 
much from the illusion that men haven't 
pot any nurturing capacity, so they've been 
all screwed up as we are. But we know bet-
ter now, don't we, girls and boys (don't we, 
don't we?) So let's live like grown up people, 
gently, and with foresight and sometimes a 
Hide gallantly. And let's not take it out on 
the innocent third (or thirty-thud) parties. 
The statement in the 3rd paragraph of the 
article Uiat "discrimination in favour of lect-
urers is justified by them because a lot of Cen-
tral Library material has been purchased with 
research grants allocated to them by the Ad-
ministration may be different to something 
Mr Cummings said, but it was the gist of the 
view expressed to me by another of the libr-
ary staff. The sentence is neitiier in quotation 
marks nor even ind irectiy attribu led to Mr 
Cummings, so I fail to see how he can take 
exception to it. fhe "them" in fact refers to 
Ihe lEctuieis i.e. the lectuicis themselves jus-
tify discrimination in favour of themselves be-
cause of the reseaich grants. I apologise for 
the ambiguous grammar which lead to the mis-
interpretation of this sentence. 
Again, the statement about fining academ-
ics and students was not attributed to Mr 
Cummings directly or indirectly, and, of cou-
rse, the member of the "higher echelons of 
the library staff was not Mr Cummings. I 
felt that under the circumstances in which 
the opinion about fining was expressed to me 
(an off-the-cuff unplanned interview) that 
the member of staff who made the statement 
would prefer to remain anonymous. 
Perhaps 1 should have made it clear that 
there is some sort of disagreement in the high-
er echelons (by which is meant tlic head ad-
ministrators and the decision-making board 
of the library) wilh regard to fining staff and 
students? 
Radha Rouse 
ISRAEL/PALESTINE 
Dear Editor, 
So the P.L.O. Student Delegation has been 
and gone with no meaningful discussion taking 
place - at least at the Forum with the P.LO. 
students quoting from their references and the 
Zionists quoting from theirs in good bible-bash-
ing quote-for-quotc style. 
The exercise was hardly democratic, since 
shorl questions were followed by long replies 
which were often only obliquely relevant to 
die questions, but since the P.L.O. students 
were making a passing ^sit and the opposition 
view is wilh us always perhaps the Forum did 
hot need to be democratic. 
Thoughtful students should be aware, how-
ever, that some major questions weren't ans-
wered. For instance the fact that there arc Arab-
members of the Israeli Cabinet, and Arab wom-
en in Israel have certain voting riglits, were 
not accounted for in an emotion answer to 
one question which lascd this appaicnl con-
tradictbn. A further question about how the 
P.L.O. proposed to solve the situation in die 
Middle East was answered by an attack on 
Sadat and a question on how the situation 
could be resolved without bloodshed, smce 
there are virtually two nations who want the 
same piece of ground, wag answered with 
an attack on Zionism, These answers were 
fair enough in as mudi as the P.L.O, students 
have a firm point of view and are fighting for 
it wholeheartedly but what was distressing 
was to hear the fuckwitted tittle children 
clappmg each irrelevant ans\ver and thereby 
demonstrating that, unlike some people, they 
have made up their minds and rational debate 
is no longer necessary. 
Youn sincerely, 
Helen Holmes . 
BiU Pell 
Q.I.T. 
Dear Editor, 
LIBRARY BUNGLING 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to answer the ailicisms made 
by MI John Cummings, Acdng University Ub-
rarian. In Semper Letters.of 1.5.75 with regard 
lo tho article I wrote Libmy BungUng Inves-
tigated. While 1 am pleased that he finds "the 
general tone of the article as being reasonably 
favourable", I must point out Umt some of his 
ctilicisms are unfounded.' 
I wrote a letter to the editor which appear-
ed in the last edition of 'Semper'. 
I wouU like to go on record as apologis-
ing to the Q.LT. Undergraduate Women's 
Association for my part in the unfortunate 
events described previously. 
It is clear to me, as it ^ould have been 
from Ihe outset, that the Q.I.T. Undergrad-
uate Women's Gtoup represents the l^itimate 
aspirations of women at the Q.I.T. 
My actkins can only be judged as unequi-
vocallv wionR, 
Perhaps my intentions were reasonable,, 
perhaps not. What is certain is that any ill- . 
feeluig wiiich may have resulted is regretted 
by myself. 
G. Purcell. 
SGIO INSURANCE 
Dear Editor, 
I found the aiticte about S.G.I.O. (Semper 
1.5.75) very interesting as I have had similai 
experiences with the "people's insurance com-
pany". In December '721 was involved in a 
motorbike accident; basically I was tuinmg 
right into a driveway when a car smashed into 
the back of me. I was thrown about 100 feet 
and rolled down a 5 foot bank, the car pushed 
the bike a similar distance and bolh ended up 
a few feet from where Hay unconscious. The 
skid marks (as measured by the cops) stretch-
ed 80 feet from the point of impact. The dri-
.ver of the car was subsequently charged wilh 
"driving without due care and attention" 
while 1 remain uncharged. 
Despite all this I still have not received 
any money from S.G.I.O, for damages lo 
both myself and the bike. S.G.I.O, main-
tain that their client (I had only 3rd party 
while the other driver had comprehensive) 
was not at fault. 
They have claimed Ihat I hit the other 
car in the side despite the fact that all the 
damage to the bike is in the back and des-
pite the fact that 1 landed on the right side 
of the road and they cbim I hit the left 
side of die car. This claim also ignores Ihe 
skid marks and the fact that the car ended 
up pushing the bike in front of it for 100 ft. 
more importantly it ignores the fact that it 
was their client who was charged not I, 
As a last resort I have a solicitor taking 
S.G.I.O. to court for damages. So much 
for the ' .'people's insurance company," 
Paul Marshall 
LEGAL REFORM 
Mr Petersen, 
Stipendiary MagisUate, 
Magistrates Courts, 
BRISBANE 4000 
Dear Sir, 
RE: Trial of Defendant 
Hartl 28 April 1975. 
I had appeared before your court seeking 
leave to defend Mr Hartl against prosecution 
for that matter which you determined an al-
leged breach of the Traffic Acts. As I pointed 
out to you, the defendant was an ordinary 
.citizen ignorant of that body of law admin-
istered in order to confirm the innocence or 
establish the guilt of those persons charged 
' before tlie courts. He is also a person of low 
financial status. It was not a choice for him 
. as to whether or not Ijc engaged a solicitor 
to represent him. It was also not his choice 
to stutter and stumble before the bench ui 
self defence to a skilfully prepared and pres-
ented prosecution. 
In my experiences. Sir, having witnessed 
many of these court room scenes. Magistrat-
es have felt obliged in token gesture, to ass-
ist Ihe unrepresented litigant appearing be-
fore them. But this practice is not in accord 
with the rationale for our adversary judicial 
system. The adjudicator should not enter ui-
to the arena, and enter he must if an insidious 
prejudice against die umepresented litigant is 
not to occur. But to the citizen looking in on 
Uiis court room tragedy - the skilled operator 
oh one side, the floundering layman on the' 
other - can it be said that diis is justice? Being 
seen to be done. 
I submit sir, that if theie is to be confor-
mity to the law, there must be unifcH'mity of 
I^actice. Absence of the latter invites disres-
pect for the former. Inequality before the law 
engenders distrust of its admmisUators. It is 
for these reasons that I sought leave to appear 
as advocate, such that perhaps a more mean-
ingful defence may have been submitted on 
behalf of Mr Hard. I am at a loss to under-
stand why you did not exeidse youi disae-
Uon and grant me leave. Such a practice is 
not widiout authority. In tHis regard it be-
hoves me, to point out the historical pracUce 
of justices granting non-professional advoca-
tes audience before the courts (*). II is this 
practice which sustains police advocacy. 
Sir, law students at Sl Lucia University 
arc desirous of establishing a students' legal 
akl scheme. The viability of such a service 
would depend on their gaining audience be-
fore Magistrates. I would therefore be pleas-
ed if yoii might answer my query legardii^ 
non-professional advocacy in the courts. 
Yours faithfuUy " ^ 
W. R. Beattie, 
LEGAL AID SCHEME 
(•) Kennedy Allen. The Justices Acts p. 204 
Issue 12 of Semper Floreat will include a 12 page literary liftout. This will feature the Work of 
Untversity poets and short story writers, and everyone is invited to submit work for publication. 
Short story contributors are especially welcome, but space demands that you send only short 
pieces. 
Any enquiries at Semper; forward material to Laurence Gormley, c/-Semper Floreat. Deadline 
July 14th. : .. . . ^ ....'... 
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UNION STAFF ASSOCIATION 
The Union Staff have in recent weeks 
discussed the possibility of forming a 
staff association to protect their inter-
ests. Such an organization it was felt, 
could offer a viable voice for the expres-
sion of job grievances and a safeguard 
for working conditions. Three altemat-
ive proposals were proposed to allow the 
staff to decide the nature of the organis-
ation The final vote, was - to forma 
staff organisation which not only dealt 
directly with wages and condiiions but 
which also dealt with all aspects of staff 
duties. Staff would receive a number of 
voting positions on Union Council and 
Union House Committee. Both Union 
Council and House Committee, consist-
ing almost exclusively of students some-
times makes bad decisions on matters 
affecting staff because they do not know 
how the staff feel. Such an organisation 
would also give a forum for staff needs, 
e.g. staff dining rooms and staff lockers, 
io be raised in the first instance without 
having to threaten industrial action, D 
UNION FESTIVAL 
OVERHEARD 
1. Boy, about nine, was wistfully wat-
ching Campus Camp fairy floss mach-
ine in operation. Finally the operator 
offered him a bundle on a stick. The 
boy hesitated and then shook his head: 
"No thank you - my mother wouldn't 
Uke it." 
2. Two smallish males were browsing 
at the Women's Rights Table, asking 
what was free. They were given stick-
ers reiading, "Women are on the Move". 
Said one to the other, "That means 
that women move around in bed now 
and get on top sometimes," 
SNIPPINGS 
SCHONELL_NEW FILM POLICY 
Schonell Theatre's new film policy 
should make the theatre very popular 
to all sections of the cinema crowd. For 
_ the first time in several years the Schonell 
has been packed out for several fihns e.g. 
Polanski's Macbeth has been booked out 
at all performances so far and will be 
shown again next week-end due to re-
quests. At last, the potential that Schonell 
has always had is being utilized. The only 
problems likely to arise from the new film 
policy is remembering what film is on 
when. Brisbane has always needed a ven-
ue for the showing of quality films and 
Schonell looks like filling the bill. 
HITCHINCS 
Hitching to and from Uni is very much 
an intergral part of many people's lifes. 
Unfortunately it carries vrith it various 
attendant risks - particularly fdr female 
students. At various stages stories of 
rape, near-rape, assault and various un-
pleasant incidents filter around and very 
little is ever done to warn female stud-
ents of notorious offenders. 
What is being proposed by the Wom-
en's Riglits Committee is that this com-
munication gap be bridged by placing 
lists of car descriptions and registration 
numbers of known offenders on a post 
to be erected for the purpose next to 
the hitching posts and for these descrip-
tions etc. to be published in Semper. For . 
the system to be effective we need a feed-
back of personal experiences so that ot-. 
hers can be wamtd. If you have any in-
formation please refer the matter to the 
Women's Rights Room, Xnd floor of the 
Union Building. 
The unportance of doing this cannot 
be overstressed so please co-operate with 
us as it may save female students from 
some unpleasant experiences. D 
CONTRACEPTION 
For all those people who were ask-
ing: 
Four condom vending machines have 
now been installed. One each in the male 
and female toilets in the Holt Room, one 
on the wall near the defunct sandwich 
machine in the HoU Room and another 
in the male loo at the rear of the Re-
fec. D 
SOUTH AFRICA 
The Guardian, London - A 22 year old 
white woman has been ordered by a Cape 
Town court to sever her three year relat-
ionship with a colored man, Moegsien 
Solomon, 24. 
The woman, Lynette Wilson was also 
ordered to surrender the seven month-
old baby she has to the man. 
South Africa's Mixed Marriages Act 
prevented them from marrying and the 
Immorality Act forbade sexual relations. 
They decided to live together but 
Miss Wilson's mother reported them to 
the police, 
T-he magistrate accepted that Miss 
Wilson and Moegsien were respectable 
young people from respectable homes • 
with good jobs. He sentenced them each 
to six months'jail but suspended the 
sentences for three years, 
This means that if they are found to-
gether in bed they will be prosecuted a-
gain and if convicted they will be jailed. 
Under South Africa's race law the 
child must go to the darker of the par-
ents, Moegsien, who is of mixed race 
• descent, has been given custody of the 
baby, D 
BEWARE 
FEMALE HITCH_HIKERS 
A man in abouthis 30's with short 
dark hair. He is driving a white Valiant 
with a black hard top roof ahd the num-
ber plate starting with the letters PZG, 
(1960's model). He hangs about Uni 
around 5,00 p,m. — obviously lurking 
about to pick up female hitch-hikers on 
their own. D 
(AUSTRALIA DAY-
A PATRIOT'S TALE) 
GIORNO D'AUSTRALIE 
Mi piaceva di piu quando era chiama-
to - "Giorno dell' impero," costi tutti 
i nationi rossi sarebbero nostri. Mi ric-
ordo quando mia madre mi diceva di 
come i suoi genitori sono venuti di 
"Middlesex'" nei tempi del regno della 
regina Vittoria. Mio nonno e arrivato 
graduito perche era il champione di 
gioccatore "cricket", II govemo imper-
eale ci a pagato il viaggo per introduire 
la culture, alle provinci della corona. 
Quando e arrivato, a comprata una 
strada diretta che va alia " 'Gabba" 
dove lui impara il "cricket", II primo 
figlio, Salvatore era incoronato archc 
vcscovo evangelista di "Rockhampton" 
e chi a dispiacuto a suo padre perche 
non puo, piu gioccare il "cricket" il se-
condo figlio pasqualino, a messa una 
pavera raggazina evangelista incinta, ma 
fortunatamente per liu, Salvatore la per-
donato. II terzo foglio, Raffaele, con 
tutto il .suo potere a defenduto ia "stock-
ade di Eureka" con una mazza di "crick-
et", ma chi peccata, I'inglese mon pote-
vano gioccate alle regole. L'unica figlia, 
Carolina, a cambiato il suo a Chisholm 
e cosi e cosi e diventata famosa, cogno-
me non so lo per il suo guido che a data 
a tanti poveri ragazzini ma anche per-
che a inventato il giocco "vigoro". Ma c 
un peccato che tutto questo c perduto 
perche le regole dell 'imigrazione hanno 
avuto un puo di 'larga mano'. D 
Firmatodi 
Nicola di Greco 
Artline 
Photographies 
A Student Enterprise catering for all your photographic needs 
- engagements and wedding 
- private functions 
- poster work 
- sports coverage 
- advertising 
- whatever else is left 
As an artform photography should not be a commercial ripoff, and in many 
instances is purely a persona) expression for future reference. I will undercut 
any professional quote in Brisbane, whilst still guaranteeing top quality hand 
printed work. 
See me first - I'll help where I can. 
COLIN BEGG 69 1203 
world plan week 
16th - 2 1 st June 
Tues: display ncuropiiysiology of Enliglitenmcnl in U/G library and City 
Square 10 a,m, - 5.30 p,m. 
Wed: display as above in U/G library and City Square 10 a,m. - 5,30 p,m. 
Evening: 
Public Lecture and colour video tape of Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi - Crest International Hotel, 8 p.m. 
Thurs: display in U/G library as above 
Evening: 
Symposium on The Science of Creative Intelligence and its con-
tributiori to Education, Heallh and Business 
7.30 p.ni. Abel Smith Lecture Theatre 
Speakers: Dr B. Carss, B. Sc. Ph D. 
Mr L. SaUman, B. Psych., M. Cbuns. Psych, 
Mr C. Bunning, B, Bus. M, Sc. 
, Free - All Welcome 
Fri; display as above - U/G library 
"WE SHOULD ALREADY 
BE FINDING THE MINES OF 1984. 
IF WE DO NOT, 1984 WILL NOT BE 
SO PLEASANT AND COMFORTABLE A YEAR 
FOR OUR COMMUNITIES -' ' 
AS IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN." ^ 
F. F. Etpl«. OBE 
Deputy Cltftlrmm. 
Conzlne niotinto of AuilrnUa Umited. 
ChiimiAn, AutUailin Mining I SfTvalllng Ltd, 
- ChBirmin, M«rv KalhiMn Urinium Ltd. 
Chiirman, Bougainvilltf Coppor Lid. 
C-RA 
Modern mining is long-ierm investment, not 
speculation, ll produces national strength and wsallh; 
sell-sufficiency In resources; vital export income; 
stimulus to seconds^ industries; practical 
decentralization. 
Geological exploralion is rislty, expensive, 
sclenlilically complex. No second prizes. First find the 
prospect. Then prove il, find markets, iHiild towns and 
ports and railways and pipelines. Find and train 
Australians lo run Ihem. Ten years Irom discovery to 
lull production. Big business—yes. But the area ol 
Auslralia disturbed by mining is only about the same 
size as Canberra or Geelong. 
CRA has strong liientlticallon with Australia. 
More than 20,000 Australians worli for CRA group 
companies. Shares In CRA, or CRA group companies, 
are owned by more Ihan 60,000 shareholders in 
Australia. The major shareholder Is The Rio Tinto-ZInc 
Corporation Limited, London. ' 
CONZINC RIOTINTO OF AUSTRALIA 
CR480 
Give US Ifl fora 
year & we%ive you 
$103.81 in interest. 
Most other savings institutions would give you $37.50 (calculated at current rates of 3%%) 
You could almost pay for your books with our interest. 
i;ir«r>.iT. • ' -y 
Queensland Permanent 
building society 
0PBS3U 
Head Office: Permanent House, 161 pucen St. Tel. 21 3566 
Branch: 27 High Street, toowong Tel. 713415 A M D U : Falls Real Estaie, 51 Sherwood Koad', Toowong John Davis Real Estate Pty Ltd Ironside 
Shaw Realty, 198 Moggill Rd., Taringa. MJ. Tilley Pharmacy, 241 Hawken Dr., St. Lucia.' Peter Geaney Chemist, Hau4<en Dr., St. Lucia 
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is there going to 
be a brawl ? 
This was what the press wanted to know. Would Eddie portrays all Palestinians, particularly the PLO wliich in- Eddie and Samlr's tour must be seen in the light that 
Zananin (a teacher at the American University in Beirut, eludes all organisations affiliated with the PLO as terror- all Australians have the right to hear both sides of a con-
the Vice-President of the General Union of Students (GUPS) ists, blacl(guards and murderers. Il seems that it is import- flict. It is a right which certain elements in society at this 
and a member ofthe International Relations Bureau) and 
Samir Cheikh's (a member of the GUPS International Re-
lations Bureau) visit spark off similar riots and violence 
that had occurred in Melbourne and Sydney at the begin-
ning of their Australian tour. The Brisbane press was dis-
appointed - there was no riots, no violence - not even 
many interjections. The meeting was peaceful and Eddie 
was able to outline his people's view ofthe Middle East 
conflict and unlike in other places, he was allowed to be 
beard. 
• This is the importance of the GUPS tour. It is that 
the Palestinians are now beginning to be heard. The Zion-
ist "Israelis" have had the eat and eye of the AustraUan 
public since 1948, quite a headstart in terms of influenc-
ing people's attitudes. Yet it would seem that the Austra-
lian press really is not interested to report the GUPS view-
point but only to sensationalise their visit with reports 
which revolve around violence and conflict so tliat the oic-
ture that has always been put before the Australian pub-
lic by the media can be maintained. It is a picture which 
ant that the public should see the Middle East conflict in 
terms of black and white - the goodies and the badies -
where the Zionists are the goodies and the Palestinians 
particularly those involved in the struggle to retain their 
homeland are the baddies. 
The media has been fdled with stories of refugees -
the Vietnamese, Cambodians Pakistanis etc. - hardship 
and suffering - the Biafrans, the Ethiopians etc. But in 
27 years, little has appeared in the Australian press abdnt 
the Palestinian refugees of which there are some 3.2 mil-
lion. Reports that have appeared tend to concentrate on 
the heartlessness and stubborness ofthe Arabic nations 
for not absorbing their kinsfolk, the Palestinians, into 
their populaces, so that the Middle .East problem could 
be resolved. This, of course, does not take into consid-
eration that many of the refugees want to return to Pal-
estine where their roots are, and where their hopes for 
a life of self-determination lie. Many do not want to be 
absorbed. 
point would wish to with-hold. Perhaps this shows that 
there are fears that if tlie other side is heard, that certain 
believed truths will be exposed as propaganda or half-
truths. TTiat Eddie and Samir's visas restricted them to 
only speaking to studeni and Palestinian groups shows 
that these elements in Australian society are not ready to 
allow Australians to hear both sides of the conflict. 
It seems that they are fearful that Australians may well 
start to think for themselves and perhaps not take the 
"right line". The media in this country plays an import-
ant role in maintaining this censorship of information 
so that Australians can not evaluate the evidence and make 
rational decisions. This kind of media control must be ex-
posed and broken. Eddie and Samir's visit helped to do 
this (if only in the student press). It is hoped that next 
time they will be given visas wliich do not restrict their 
rights to speak to all Australians and consequently do not 
restrict Australians from their rights to hear. D 
STUDENT APATHY: 
the AUS middle east resolutions 
Many students are fed up to the teeth with the Middle 
East debate. These students will be delighted to know 
that this campus has fmally voted on the AUS Middle 
East Resolutions.and that this will probably see the end 
of the Middle East debate on this campus. 
This is somewhat disturbing given that it will be years 
before the Middle East conflict is finally resolved. Many 
lives will be lost, many people will face hardship, loss 
and starvation as this battle rages on — yet for a great 
many students it has little relevance to their life here in 
Brisbane. "What can we as Australians do anyway - it 
is notiiing to do with us". And so there is a general cop 
out and the Fm ahight Jack mentality reigns. 
That this mentality exists is obvious by the many stu-
dents who did not tum up at the General Meetiiigs on 
Thursday, 29 May. Of the four General Meetings only 
two were actually held, one at Mayne Hall, the other at 
the Medical School at Herston. The part-time meeting and 
the meetmg at the Dental School were cancelled because 
apathy reigned. Of 15,000 sludents only approximately 
650 students voted, 4% of the student body. Students 
here could be too busy - yes, there are assignments due 
and exams are coming up - but perhaps it is that stud-
ents just couldn't give a damn. 1 would like to think it is 
the former, but unfortunately cynicism tells me that the 
latter is more likely to be the case. 
Even the meetuig in Mayne Hall had elements of a -
I'm sick of the whole thing - atmosphere which has evol-
ved during the course ofthe year, stemming from the gen-
erally apathetic response by mdst students, so that those 
who are vitally concemed with the issues have to a large 
extent lost heart and hope that they won't come before 
students again for several years. Neil McLean, fomier Presi-
dent of AUS, and Jo Gersch, President ofthe Jewish Stu-
deftts' Association, debated the issue for the umpteenth 
time before an audience who by and large had made up 
their minds before they arrived. 
Brian Laver insisted on his right to represent the Self-
Management Group's views on the Middle East, which 
amounted to virtually a replay of the speech that he gave 
at a recent Vietnamese Forum - only the names of the. 
places were changed. 
AU the words from all speakers were tired and worn. 
They have been said so many times before - and yet, it 
is only the same small group who ever listen. It is a ritual 
which occurs at this and other universities throughout Aus-
lralia underlining the general apathy which exists amongst 
university students ui this country. 
For those .who have bothered to read this far, the results 
of the resolutions are as follows: 
I. A.U.S.iupport»theeiUbll$tim«ntof« F O R AGAINST • 
democratic sacuUr Jtste of Palesttna (en- .-
compassing tha area of mandate territory) 
wherein all people presently residing in 
Israel and all Palestinian Arabs forcibly ex-
iled from their homeland will have the right 
to Palestinian citizenship. This motion em-
Isodies the right of MIestlnlan citizens of all 
religions, race, coloUr, creed and sex, to the 
protection of the new State and rejects rac-
ist legislation such as the present Zionist 
'taw of return*. 
2. A.U.S. concurs with the U.N. resolution 
3236 -(XXIX) and the decision of the United 
Nations to recognise the Palestine Ut>erat1on 
Organisation as the legitimate representative 
of the Palestinian people. 
3. To counter the present media bias, A.U.S. 
should continue to use Its resources to pub-
licise to both students and the general com-
munity the plight and continuing oppression 
of the Palestinian people by both Israeli and 
Arab nations. 
4. A.U.S. recognises the Joint right of Pales-
tinian Arabs and Israelis to Israel and sup-
ports the eventual establishment of a demo-
cratic secular state, either directly or by Fed-
eration, composed of Israel and the parts of 
Palestine occupied by Arab nations. All peo-
ple presently residing in Israel and Palestin-
ian Arabs will have a right to common citi-
zenship. f>rerequisites should be the guaran-
tee for citizens of all religions, race, colour, 
creed or sex of their rights. 
Further A.U.S. recognises the history of 
oppression of the Jev^ s and the need for 
continuing security for Israeli Jews, however 
it deplores tho oppression by Israel and the 
Arab nations of tha Palestinian Arab. 
5. A.U.S. recognise that the ultimate surviv-
al of Jews and Palestinian Arabs, as of all 
peoples, depends upon the overthrow of cap-
italism and work Imperlallsmi we call upon 
Jevn and Arabs In the Middle East to recog. 
nize each other's national rights; upon tho 
government of Israel to recognize the claims 
of the Palestinian's for an Independent nation-
al homeland, as originally provided by the 
United Nations and upon the Arab Govern-
ments and the PLO to recoqnise claims by 
the Jewish people for an independent nalion-
a) homeland, as originally provided by the 
U.N. 
6. A.U.S. recognise the national rights of 
the Jewish people. 
FOR AGAINST 
60 
91 
475 
434 
449 
444 
78 
97 435 
7. A.U.S. reaffirm its support Of national FOR 
rights of the Palestinian Arabs. 412 
8. A.U.S. believes that neither the national 
rights of the Palestinian Arabs or the Jev^ s 
should be at the ot'her's expense. 
9. A.U.S. recognise Israel as the national 
homeland of the Jewish people. 
10. A.U.S. recognise the need for a U.N. 
supervised referendum ofall Palestinian 
Arabs to determine their wishes regarding a 
Palestinian state. 
11. A.U.S. recognise the need for a U.N. 
supervised election by all Palestinian Arabs 
of those representatives who should make 
representations on their behalf regarding thoir 
homeland and who should have Initial control 
of that homeland and that any group claim-
ing to represent the Palestinians be eligible to 
stand. 
12. If 11, 2, & 3 are carried that A.U.S. 
Travel cease all advertising, organisation and 
promotion of travel to occupied Palestine, 
until the Zionist entity In occupied Palestine 
Is overcome and the land known as Israel is 
completely opened to its rightful Inhabitants 
tho Palestinian people, In a democratic secu-
lar state. 
AGAINST 
76 
SO 
109 
409 
38S 72 
153 351 
243 
478 
256 
44 
And so this campus will re^ster its 11 votes against 1, 
2 ,3 ,4 and 12 and will register tliem for 5, 6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10 
and 11 because only 4% ofthis union could be bothered 
to exercise their democratic right to vote, D 
71 455 
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REFLECTIONS 
Part 11 
RECRUITMENT 
Recruitment into the university s.w. (social work) de-
partment symbolises much about the nalure of s.w. and 
also about the nature of universities. 
One ofthe strangest anomalies in s.w. is the assump-
tion that abilily to compete well academicaUy is the on-
ly criterion by which to measure a good social worker. 
Of course, it depends what is meant by "good". If this 
is defined by the hierarchy of the profession, it means 
learning the "right" kind of knowledge, remembering 
the "right" bits of information, putting into practice 
the particular administrative policies determined by go-
vernments and other established authorities. 
On the other hand, if the ' 'good" social worker me-
ans one who is effective in bringing about real change 
for the most oppressed members of society, it may th-
en be that academic success in the present educational 
system is of itself little value. 
It is important to note that in the recent evacuation 
of Darwin Aboriginal people to Brisbane, it was widely 
acknowledged tliat some of the best s.w. was carried out 
by Brisbane Aborigines and Islanders - none of them 
with s.w. training. But they did have other advantages: 
a common racial background and similar life experien-
ces, leading lo a close understanding of the problems 
and the trust of the "client". 
CLASS BACKGROUND 
Admission to a university based on matriculation me-
ans that the vast majority of students will be from mid-
dle-class backgrounds. The educational system is stacked 
against those from the working class or those from oppo-
sed groups, some (if not many) of whom wouldbe the 
most useful people to have in s.w. 
Let's look at the facts. 
In 1967, Professor Richard Titmuss pointed out that 
in British universities, whereas 45% of children from lii-
ghcr income families were admitted to degree courses, 
this compared witli only 10% where father was in a cler-
ical job, 4% where he is skilled, and 2% Vi^ here he is semi' 
skilled or unskilled. (1) 
In 1972, Lord Annan, Provost of University College, 
London, acknowledged that this social inequality still 
existed, but thought the only alternative would be cha-
os and anarchy. (2) 
The Karmel Report of 1973 showed that in Australia 
50% of university students have fathers in professional 
and managerial occupations (who make up 17.5% of the 
general population), but only 22.6% have fathers who 
are industrial workers (although these amount to 60% 
of the general population). (3) 
According to Frank Pavlin, now Reading in Social 
Work, Uni of Qld, the position is even more extreme 
in that department. There the students are by backgro-
und "firmly into the upper middle class range" with 
75% having fathers in professional and managerial pos-
itions. (4) 
So it is clear what part of society the students come 
from, showing that the educational system is made to 
suit those from particular classes and life-style, and they 
in turn create the system of the future. Let us be quite 
clear about it: Ihe system ensures that those in possess-
ion of educational resources - money, books, equipme-
nt, buildings, knowledge - perpetuate their control, 
thus retaining power and economic benefits for them-
selves. 
EDUCATIONAL HOOPS 
But this is not the whole story. Once at University, 
there is even further emphasis on academic competition, 
by the business of getting through the quota, passing 
exams, doing honours, post-grad courses and higher de-
grees. The "successful" social workers are tlie ones with 
most of these medals. 
But how relevant is it? 
Is middle or upper-class background the most appro-, 
priate for the socli worker who is mostly working with 
working people^re white trained social workers mgre 
useful than black trained social workers (or even black 
untrained) for working with Aborigines? 
Does knowledge, mainly from books, overcome the 
social and personal distance between a middle-class, com-
fortable, protected life-style, and that ofa struggling wor-
ker on a low incomeOr that of the institutionalised old 
person, psychiatric patient, or physically iiandicappcd 
person? , 
In the first Semper of this year I promised another article, 
this time on recruitment into a university-based course, and 
university processes. 
Can the university intellectual communicate in the 
private language of the thief? (He cannot, according to 
Neil James, The Bulletin 26 April, 1975) 
Evensocial workers who are from a working class 
background can be socialised mto the middle-class at-
tidues by the spending of several years on a campus 
.which is cut off from the rest of the community in ma-
ny ways, consists mainly of middle-class people, and 
where the aim for most is to enter the privileged prof-
essions. 
Thus the trained social worker, being more identifi-
ed with governments and established authorities, is like-
ly to be seen more as part of the problem than as part 
of the solution. 
ALTERNATIVES 
To pursue these observations to their logical conclu-
sions would take far more space than I have here. (5) 
Tliey would encompass radical reform of the education-
al system, distribution of knowledge rather than territ-
orial possession of it, and uhmiately a total redistribut-
ion ofall resources. 
However, even m the present structure of sociely, 
oppressed groups are likely to be belter off than now if 
they (a) band together to demand their share of the 
cake, and (b) share in the selection and training of spec-
ialised workers. 
Social Work recruitment should be divorced from the 
criteria which may (but may not) be necessary for the 
study of maths, Russian, biochemistry, or ancient hist-
ory. 
It could be argued that a working-class background 
is a more suitable pre-requisite than the present weigh-
ting in favour of middle and upper classes. It could be 
argued that wherever possible, groups in the commun-
ity who are most likely to need social welfare knowl-
edge should be able to select one of their number to do 
training, so that they would be sure that that person 
has a real experie nee of their situation as well as the . 
outside knowledge. 
h really boils down to the basic purpose of the train-
ing: is it for the benefit of the oppressed^ or for the 
benefit of the professionals? 
To prevent the s.w. department being as ivory-tow-
ered as il usually is, it is importanl thai hgets away 
from large, protected campus and close to the people 
with the problems. This is particularly necessary for 
Ihe teaching staff, as the students are more likely to 
be close to this reality. Human problem's are very real 
- you do not know them by reading descriptions in 
books, although what books have to say about events 
you have encountered personally can be helpful. 
THE UNIVERSITY INSTITUTION 
The nature of the mega-institution which is the Uni-
versity ofQueensland can be shown by a glance at its 
decision-making practices. 
In the wake of anti-Vietnam protests and civil rights 
demonstrations in the 1960s came an interest in demo-
cracy in the university itself. In any large insUt'ution it 
is difficult to sort out how decisions are made, but it 
soon became obvious that university decisions were 
made by elites which excluded representation of the 
mass of students and juniorstaff. 
In the early 1970s began a token membership by 
students and junior staff of committees like the Facul-
ty Boards and even, now, the Senate. 
In 1970, the Senate asked that departments set up 
Consultative Committees but il (the Senate) took care 
not to give these Committees much power: resolution 
(vi) said: "that the retention of the tenn 'head' be ta-
ken to signify that the Head of a Department is to be 
guided rather than bound by the vote of the departmen-
tal consultative committee.'' 
How do these uiitiatives look today? 
The truth is that only in a few departments do the 
staff have any real say in matters of policy and the sig-
nificant decisions. The stranglehold ofthe professors 
and the admuiistration has not been broken. 
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SELECTION AND PROMOTION 
One of the key areas is the selection of staff. Where 
this is for a professor-ship, the selection committee con-
sists of 
The Vice-Chancellor, 
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 
The President of the Professorial Board 
Four Members of the Senate nominated by the Vice-
Chancellor, 
Tiiree members ofthe Professorial Board nominated 
by the Vice-Chancellor, 
It is clear how much power rests with the Vice-Chan-
cellor - in a committee of ten persons, eight are the 
V.C. or Ills nominees. This makes it very easy to exclu-
de from consideration any ideas not to the liking of 
the Vice-Chancellor, Whether he or she would use the 
power in this way is beside the point, it clearly is an 
undemocratic procedure. 
The other remarkable feature of the above selection 
committee for a "chair" is that it need not have any mem-
ber ofthe department concemed, and indeed sometim-
es does not. Tliat is, a senior acadmic may be chosen by 
people who know nothing about the subject concerned. 
(Now that the present Vice-Chancellor, Zelman Cow-
an, has aligned liimself publicly with the National-Coun-
try Party - according to Wallace Brown, Courier Mail, 
28 April, 1975 - the above points are particularly rele-
vant), 
In the case of other appointments, almost all the 
power is in the hands of the Head of Department. (S)he 
is ex-officio on the selection committee along with the 
chairperson of (he Board of Studies, Dean of the Facul-
ty, and three others nominated by the Head. 
Again it is too easy for a Head to stack the selection 
committee and exclude even majority views not to her/ 
Ills liking. 
As 1 know from experience, il is possible to be in a 
deparlment for years without being'invited to be on a 
selection committee. 
It Is clear that there are many different ways by which 
.departments select and promote staff. Tlie Economics 
Deparlment seems to have a special (Committee which is 
ignored by the Head. (6) Occasionally there is very real 
participation by staff, and even by students, but it is 
much more common for the Head to have in effect al-
most sole power. 
What is even more worrying is that many staff do not 
seem to want a more democratic system. 
DECISIONS 
Just one more example of the way the university 
works. 
A committee of the Staff Association met for sever-
al years to make recommendations on conditions of 
work and tenure for tutors. Its proposals were accepted 
by the Professorial Board. 
Then the Vice-Cliancellor created a special committ-, 
ee to examine the proposals and make recommendations 
to the Senate. On this'committee were placed a major-
ity of people who had already voted against the propo-
sals. Tlie proposals were not agreed to by this commit-
tee, nor, of course, the Senate. 
Yes, there is more say in decisions by students and 
slaff - but taken all round this is of such a minor nat-
ure as to be little more than a charade. The truth is that 
the top administration is more completely in power now 
than ever. 
1 once asked Zelman Cowen what would happen if a 
Head of Department was in a minority of one on a part-
icular issue. He said that he would accept the Head's 
judgment. That is how democratic departments are allo-
wed lo be. It is the rare Head who respects his/her col-
leagues sufficiently to go along with the ihajority view, 
but against his/her own. 
STUDENTS 
Let me finish on a brighter note. 
Something good hasbeen happening to students. In 
spite of the university becoming more alienated, larger, 
more bureaucratic (even the timetable no longer has 
names, only number!) there are more students willing to 
argue, debate than once was the case. At one time even 
final years sat mute, noring down the words of wisdom 
for reguigitation at the appropriate time. Then they st-
arted askuig questions, rebelling about the quantity of 
work, and examining the process they were engaged in. 
This more independent thinking is still fairiy rare, 
but has now trickled down into earlier years. 
I belie've the schools can take credit for this advance. 
But I fear that wilh the present move towards greater 
authoritarianism in the university, it will prove vety 
difficult to maintain this freer approach. 
However, I believe it is through students and the 
minority of staff who believe in freedom, who stick to 
principles even if it means forgoing promotion, that 
the hope lies for making the university, and educa-
tion generally, more just and relevant to the needs of 
this hard-pressed world. 
Footnotes: 
1. R, Titmuss, Commitment to Welfare, 1968 
2. Lord Annan, The Listener. 2 Nov. 1972 
3. Karmel Commitiee Report to the Australian Govt 1973 
4. F. Pavlin, M.S.W. Thesis, 1970 
5. Sec II. ThrosselJ, Social Work: Radical Essays, Q. UP tolw 
pubUshcd Aug 6 1975; and H. Tlirosscll, "A Critical Appra-
isal of Social Work ", in P. Borcliam, A. Pemberton, P. 
Wilson, eds. Tlie Helping Professions in Australia, Q.UP. 
forthcoming. 
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Grasp ing at straws—Theinstitute 
for the Achievement of Huinan Potential 
When confronted with misfortune, people often grasp 
at any available straw of hope. This is often particularly 
the case with parents of abnormal children. Everyone 
must have heard a distraught parent say; "What else 
could we do, you have to try everything for your kids." 
Hence there have been numerous cases of parents pinning 
all their hope and often their money too, on a faith heal-
er of sonse description, to retum their chfldien to norm-
ality only to be disappouited - left without hope and in 
desperation 
It is an undeniable human right to have hopes and 
dreams, however in an increasing number of cases il is 
necessary to protect people against their hopes, lo prev-
ent them being swindled by unscrupulous con men. 
One of the latest such groups to hit the news has been 
the Insritute for the Achievement of Human Potential 
(lAHP) and an affiliate m Melbourne (New Start for the 
Under Achiever (ANSUA)). These groups use a method 
.known as 'Doman-Delacato' after the developers of the 
technique, which attempts to rehabilitate brain injured 
children - working on the principle of training the pat-
ient to use unused brain cells to take over the work nor-
mally done by the damaged cells. 
Whether or not lAHP and ANSUA are in fact fraudu-
lent is at the moment an open question. People have att-
ended the clinics and retumed with stories of amazing 
achievement, others have been disappointed with the re-
sults. 
In the last six montiis the clinics and the techniques 
used have received a large amount of media coverage -
so much so in fact that the Queensland Health Minister, 
Dr L. Edwards, commissioned an enquiry into them. The 
report was compiled by Dr Jim Gardner and Mr Michael 
Radel ofthe Psychology Department at this university 
and has recently been presented to patiiament. 
At the beginning of the report they state that it has 
been compiled by members of the Community Psychol-
ogy Programme at the University ofQueensland, which 
trains psychologists to "serve as resources to existing 
organisations and agencies and to act as change agents 
at the level of the social system." 
With this in mind the report proceeds to trace the 
development of the Doman-Delacto method, the con-
troversy surrounding it and various exerimcnts relatuig 
to the technique by comparison with the more accepted 
behaviour modification techniques and concludes with 
the recommendation' that a thorough investigation be 
conducted into it by an interdisciplinary committee, part-
icularly in relation to those people in Quecnsland who 
have received the treatment. In the interim they recom-
mend that moves be made to make the organisation 
temper its advertising, so as to ' 'protect the public from 
false claims and, advertising." 
Tlie technique has been developed over the past 20 
years by Glenn Doman, a physical therapist, Carl Deia-
cato an educationalist and Robert Doman a medical prac-
titioner. They established the lAHP in Philadelphia USA 
in 1953 to use their theory of "neurological organisation 
to rehabilitate brain injured children". The technique op-
erates by establishing the level of neurological develop-
ment of the patient and then providing an intensive 
programme of sensory stunulation. The programmes are 
rigid and demand a large expenditure of effort and ener-
gy by the patient and his/her family to maintein so that 
the patient can reach higher levels of achievement. 
The controversy has arisen because of claims of mir-
acle cures by the organisation - thereby receiving pro-
fessional diaiain from orthodox psychologists. The 
major criticisms are related to "the considerable amount 
of time and effort required of families to implement 
the procedures - typically 6 - 9 hours 7 days a week." 
and "the lack of controlled studies demonstrating the 
techniques effectiveness". These criticisms extend to 
the promotional methods used, using techniques which 
call into question a parent's adequacy and motivation 
if they are not willing to participate and follow the dir-
ectives exactly, irrespective ofthe potential negative im-
pact on other family members. Statements wliich claim 
the ability to "make normal children superior, ease world 
tensions and hasten the evolutionary process" have also 
been greeted with professional derision. 
Nevertheless, despite the unavailability of conclusive 
scientific evidence about the scheme, people continue to 
use them - raising the necessary S6,000 for a 3 week' 
stay and then continuing to use the in-home training pro-
gramme. 
Semper's attention was drawn to the scheme because 
of an appeal wliich Hayden Sargeant of 4BC was conduc-
ting to raise money to send a boy to the clinic in Philidel-
phia. The appeal was advertised on the air for a few 
weeks and then seemingly inexplicably dropped when 
S2,500 of the necessary $6,000 was raised. At the same 
time, the fact that the Health Department was sponsor-
ing an inquiry became public knowledge which a spokes-
man from 4BC said they are watching with considerable 
Interest. 
At the same time the Institutes received critical med-
ia coverage - both in newspapers and with the recent ap-
pearance of Dr Doraan on the ABC's Four Corners.-
However, further investigation revealed the whole 
story and the case deserves retelling here. 
In 1970, twenty year old John Haley an accountancy 
student at Q.I.T. was involved in a car accident in which 
he sustained considerable brain damage - leaving him 
unconscious for three months. In the five years since re-
gaining consciousness, John has slowly regained his abil-
ity to read and spealc reasonably coherently although no-
where near his previous level. It has also left him with a 
slight spasticity in the left side of his body. 
Although the neurosurgeon who operated on him said 
that it was highly probably that his unused brain cells 
would take over the work of the damaged cells, the vari-
ous treatment programmes he has undertaken have had 
little effect. 
One day, his mother heard of the lAHP Clinics and 
althoi^h she had no idea how they would raise the nec-
essary $6,000 on her husband's Lab. Assistant salary she 
determined loget John there. 
A friend of hers contacted Hayden Sa^eant who agre-
ed to help her raise $2,5000 because he "was impressed 
with the humanness of the story." 
Now this money has been raised and the family are 
going to tlic clinic on July 15. The tteatmenl is generally 
. only used on children, but they are hopeful that it will 
be successful on 25 year old John. It is intended to re-
port on his progress and their experience at the clinic 
when they return. 
All those who have participated in tlic scheme or arc 
about to, whom I spoke to, are aware of the investigation, 
but have reached the stage of being wilHng to try any-
thing to help their children. 
One woman suggested that "doctors need to be inves-
tigated as much as these people, the doctors haven't 
been able to do anything and the clinics have, so 1 have 
more faith in them." 
It'sjust a matter of waiting and seeing what eventu-
ates. D 
Julianne Schultz 
tanip«f fiorut 
The whys amd hows of a rotten system. 
by MARTYN GODDARD 
/ see my light come sh ining 
From the west unto the east 
Any day now 
Any day now 
I shall be released 
Bob Dylan/The Band 
There are few institutions which tell more about a 
society than its prisons. The prisons are the products 
of a nation's greatest callousness. A prisoner deserves 
nothuig. He owes us his freedom, perhaps his life. He 
is more forgotten even than blacks or the poor. 
Callousness brings its price. A person cannot be de-
prived of his humanity without there being some last-
ing effect on the society which exacts that deprivation. 
Of the prison systems operatmg in Austraha, Queens-
land's has possibly the worst reputation. Much of this 
reputation is undeserved, not because Queensland is 
enlightened but because the other systems are no bet-
ter. Queensland, along with other states, has uitroduc-
ed schemes to liberalise the system - Uke weekend pri-
son, prison farms and a security hospital for psychiat-
ric patients. These new projects have been superimpos-
ed on the traditional prisons system and to some ext-
ent are irrelevant to it. The courts and penal instituli-
ons remain as inflexible as ever, paying lip service to 
sacred cows — Jike' 'rehabilitation'' - but being con-
cemed more with their own perpetuation than with 
the fate of prisoners. 
hi even the most ideal society antisocial acts will 
continue to occur. Society must be able to cope with 
these acts or there is a serious risk of civil upheaval. A 
penalsystem demands that a person change his behav-
iour. Anyone attempting such a change in Ufestyle 
needs a solid sense of dignity and self-respect. Yet the 
inflexible regime of prison attacks the veiy quaUties 
needed for rehabiUtation. 
It's hard to write an article on prisons m Queensland 
because the system is even less open to uivestigation than 
most. Its secrets are closely guarded by a conspiracy of 
bureaucratic silence. No one is prepared to take the res-
ponsibility for releasing information. The buck is cons-
tantly passed upwards: prison employees direct inquir-
ies to their superiors; heads of departments tell you to 
contact the Minister, who refuses to comment. Even the 
prison officers' trade union gets minisierial approval be-
fore taUiing on prison matters. So the communiiy re-
mains in careless ignorance. 
There arc, ihough, some sources of Information. Ex-
prisoners, tiiough their testimony is regarded as spurious 
by people who've already made up tiieir minds, can taUc 
about what it's like to be in gaol and what gaols do to 
people. Some gaol employees and public servants are 
prepared to leak uiformation to a serious inquirer. A 
group of Brisbane Quakers arc preparing a submission on 
prisons to the Federal government's Royal Commission " 
on Human Relationships, They reiieived a considerable 
amount of unofficial and leaked information. This art-
icle is partly based on their research. , 
The pubUc and the media ou^t not to wait for a riot 
or a crisis in the prisons system before paying attention 
lo what's wrong wilh the gaols. Strikes and riots have al-
ready happenedhere.In this, as in so many other mat-" 
ters, we follow an American lead. Attica. 
"It was almost comptetely;dark.in the passageway.. • . 
leading to D yard", wrote Tom Wicker of the New .York 
Times, an observer in Attica prison during the riot. "There 
was the fleeting impression of candjeUght, Of daric and 
shadowy forms padced oh either skle. Here there was.no 
shoutit^ but a few low voices repeatuig the familiar re-
frain: right on, brothers!" 
New South Wales, in a rare burst of liberaUsm, set up 
a Bureau of Criminal Statistics to identify trends in the 
system. One trend shows that the system is a school for 
crime. Well over 70 percent of prisoners in New South 
Wales spent al least part of childhood and adolescence . 
in state orphanages, homes for delinquents, or state iri-
stitutions. The jargon word for the process behind that 
statistic is "institutionaUsation". It is an ugly word. It 
menas that the regimentation of a system has worked its 
way so far into a person's psyche that they don't know 
how to do without it. According to some psychiatrisls 
and prison workers, many of the people who return com-
pulsively to gaol do so because they feel most al home 
behind prison walls. Gaol has become an addiction for 
them: a fix so easUy provided by the poHce and the 
courts. 
Prison makes people less equipped to handle the real-
ities oflife outside. Regimentation, far harder than any 
army's, means that any responsibility for decisions is 
removed. Where to go. What to do. What to wear. And 
eventually, who lo talk to, what to say and what to 
think. 
This depth of mtrusion upon a person's uidividual-
ity is a'kind ofviolence. Prison is based on vilence of 
various kinds. In gaol, people come to accept violence 
as a way of Ufe. They obey authority and resent it, be-
cause ofthe threat of further violence. The result, even-
tuaUy, is ahnost always the same: the defeat of human 
dignity. 
At Vacaville I went through a ritual familiar to every 
mmate - the skin search. From that time forward, thr-
0 1 ^ my years in gaol, I was never allowed to go from 
one buUdmg to another without this demeaning exer-
cise. I took off aU my clothes. Then they looked throu-
gh my ears ahd nose, rubbed their hands throti^i my 
hair, made me cough to prove there was nothhig ui my 
mouth; then I spread the cheeks of my buttocks whUe 
they searched my anus. After that, I was fingerprmted, 
given prison clothes, and assigned a number that I was 
to keep for the durarion Of my rime hi the penhentiaiy 
system. Giving a prisoner a number is another way of 
underminmg his identity, one more step in the dehum-
anising process. Of course, it has its historical roots: 
the SS aligned numbers to prisoners in Nazi Concen-
tration camps during Work! War II. 
Black I^nther, Huey Newton, 
m "Ramparts". 
The prison tells its prisoners what to do and how to 
do it. At Boggo Road, there is not enough work to do. 
Prison jobs are menial and often backbrcaking;but at 
Boggo^Road, there is not enough work - even of this 
kind " to keep prisoners occupied. It's a long-acknow-
ledged principle of authoritarian organisation that peo-
ple without enough to do are likely to cause trouble. 
There have been recent food strikes at Boggo Road. 
There will be more. Prisoners have warned that the gaol 
could burn. Discipline has been lightened. The monot-
onous daily routine of food, regimented exercise, and 
confinement has seldom been more deadening than it 
is now. There are a few privleges, given only to the most 
obedient prisoners. Television, once a week for a couple 
of hours, is one. Working in the laundry and kitchen, 
uicredibly, is also a valued privlege. The possibiUty of . 
transfer to a prison farm, and parole, are understand-
ably highly valued - particularly among those who 
haven't been in gaol long enough to like it. 
Boggo Road is undergoing a major rebuilding pro^  
gramme. There has long been a shortage of space, but 
the architects have an important if different brief: 
stamp out homosexuality. They are therefore building 
a large number of single cells which will partly replace 
the dormitories and three bunk cells presently in use. 
The idea behind building three bunk ceUs in the 
. first place was that while two men might get off toget-
her, they couldn't do so whUe a third was present. This 
remarkable piece of psychology was soon found to be 
incorrect, and led to some innovative sexual experimen-
tation among the prisoners. 
Partly because of the lack of work, partly because 
of the inflexibility of the regime, prisoners in single 
cells at Boggo Road are bcked in from four o'clock 
each afternoon until six the next morning. This is soli-
tary confinement ui aU but name: an extra, unidentified 
punishment which prisoners must endure. 
Homosexual love at the Penal Colony was routmely 
simple. A date would be made at mealtime or in the 
shovrer and a "pomt man' stationed outsWe in the hall 
to warn of approachmg guards. This last step was un-
ncessary. Only poUtical action brought quidt, repres-
sive steps. The guards would sunply threaten to put the 
political offender on a bus and send him away from his 
lover. These threats always worked. As a matter of fact, 
many guards were themselves homosexuals. Often, as I 
showered, a guard wouM stand m the doorway, talking 
not looking at my face but at my penis, and say, "Hey, 
Newton, how you doin' there, Newton? Wanna have 
some fun, Newton?" I laughed at them. 
The rei^ n of homosexual life m prison has changed 
somewhat with the introduction of conjugal visits. Lib-
erals see this as a step forward, but it is not. The same 
coercion and control are there, even more so, because 
guards can deny a man his woman just as they denied 
a man his man; but the inmate cannot easily find anot-
her woman. This is prison, where every desire is used 
against you. 
Hwy Newton 
In our prisons, there are no conjugal visits. Unless 
men are to forget that they are sexual beings, they wiU 
have sexual relations with other men. There is common-
ly a hierarchical order aroiii)d sexuaUty. The tough he-
men arc dominant. They are the aggressors in sex, but 
generaUy regard themselves as beuig totaUy heterosex-
ual. Gay people are most oppressed by this system. 
Young, handsome men who are know or though to be 
homosexual are most sought after, and most often ra-
ped. One 18 year old was raped repeatedly and brutaUy 
m the City Watchhouse m Melboume. His screams must 
have been heard by poUcemen only a few yards away. 
Nothing was done. 
Australian authorities tend to regard homosexuaUty 
more seriously than their American counterparts, with 
the result that sexual encounters in our gaols are more 
furtive. If a homosexual relationship comes to the not-
ice of a local administration, three choices can be made: 
do nothing about it; bring the culprits to trial before the 
visithig magistrate, who" is Umited to giving maxunum 
sentences of a year; or bring them before a district 
court, where the maximum sentence for sodomy is 14 
years. 
One case before the Brisbane District Court in June 
1967 involved a 19 year old prisoner who, it was alleg-
ed forced an 18 year old fellow prisoner lo feUate him 
The accused then screwed the 18 year old. He was 
found guilty of sodomy, two counts of gross indecency 
and assault. Judge Seaman sentenced liim.to another 5 
years gaol, with a non-parole period of three years. 
In April last year, another 18 year old was brought 
before the Brisbane District Court on a sodomy charge. 
Prison authorities alleged that the boy screwed a fellow 
inmate who was a year older. It was also aUeged that 
fear induced the older lad to co-operate, but this claim 
was dismissed by the judge. Nevertheless, with no accep-
table evidence of force, the young defendant was sent-
enced to an extra nine months in prison. 
The women's section at Boggo Road is said to be the 
worst in the gaol. There are virtually no psychiatric faci-
liries. A new women's prison is being built, but the pre-
sent buildings are overcrowded and suited more to the 
fourteenth century than the twentieth. Cages are used 
to house' difficult' women prisoners. The only furnit- . 
ure in these cages is a large sleeping mat, made of door-
mat material. Psychiatrists who have been called in to 
examine patients - ofien at the direcUon of a court ~ 
have found their patients in these cages. There is littie 
the psychiatrists can do to change the system. Some 
have tried. 
In AustraHa, as in America, blacks suffer disproport-
ionately. The rulers do not know what to do witli 
young, black men in either country. "It is not all accid-
ental," wrote James Baldwin, "that the gaols and the 
army and the needle claim so many." 
The figures for 1970 in Soutli Australia show that 
an astonishing 71.1 percent of the female prison popu-
lation were aborigines. For men, tlie figure was 30.9 
percent. Yet aboriginal people comprise less than one 
percent ofthe state's total population. In Western Aus-
tralia, slightly more than two percent of the state's 
people are aboriginal. Yet 80 percent of female prison-
ers are black and 30 percent of male. 
The effect of institutionalisation - the gaol mental-
ity - cannot be looked at simply by looking at gaols. 
The problem is deeper, and involved much of the social 
welfare system. The system itself produces its own cli-
ents. 
In Queensland, the Northern Territory and Western 
Australia, where most blacks live, at least 29,300 peop-
le remain on settlements or missions, hi Queensland, 25 
percent of aU aborigines live in this type of institution. 
Many of the white people who work in these instit-
ulions have high ideals. They do not see themselves as 
oppressors. Perhaps tliey aren't. But Uie system they 
run deprives black people of the right to learn how to 
make decisions. On Palm Island, life is regulated by 
the ringing ofa bell. Iris Clay, a respected member of 
Brisbane's aboriginal community and a director of 
Aboriginal Hostels, says tliat freedom to many ofthe 
island's people would mean the end ofthe ringing of 
that bell. People wishing to visit relatives at Palm 
Island must obtain a special permit. It's not hard to 
see tlie correlation with gaol, or to see how a child-
hood spent in such circumstances so often means an 
adulthood spent in prison. 
I have often pondered the similarity between prison 
experience and the slave experience of black people. 
Both systems mvolve exploitation; the slave received 
no compensation for the wealth he produced, and the 
prisoner is expected to produce marketable goods for 
what amounts to no compensation. Slavery and prison 
life share a complete lack of freedom of movement. 
The power of those in authority is total, and they 
expect deference from those under their domination. 
Just as in the days of slavery, constant surveillence 
and observation is part of the prison experience, and 
if inmates develop meaningful and revolutionary friend-
ships among themselves, these ties are broken by inst-
itutional transfers, just as the slavemaster broke up 
families. 
It is generallt recognised that a system of slavery is 
degrading to master and slave alike. This appUes to 
prison too. The atmosphere of fear has a distorting 
effect on the lives of everyone there - from commiss-
ioners and superintendents to prisoners in solitary coii-
fintement. Nowhere is this more evident than among 
'correctional officers', as they are euphemistically 
called. 
Prison guards are pathetic creatures. 
Huey Newton 
An obvious counter to the effects of institutionalis-
ation is to give inmates of youth homes, detention 
centres, orphanages, inissions, and even prisons, more 
real say in tlie running of tlie institutions and of their 
own lives. Yet the state system seems unable to cope 
with this. A real paranoia is detectable in many con-
versations on prisons witli social welfare and goVfern-
ment autiiorities. Give them an inch and they'll take 
a mUe. Give prisoners too many priveleges and you'll 
start a riot. 
The opposite seems to be true. 
Brisbane's Morris House, a home for boys, is a living 
denial ofthe traditional plulosophies of youth-care 
uistituUons. A monk of the Society of St Francis, 
Brother Leo, runs the house, which includes ten boys. 
Decisions are made not by Brother Leo but by weekly 
meetings of the whole community, at which Brother 
Leo has a vote like eveiyone else. Any boy coming to 
Morris House must come of his own free will. 
, The methods seem to be working. An unrecognised 
breakthrough in youth care is occurring, but the soc; 
ial welfare establishment couldn't appear to care less. 
It its years of operation, on<iy two boys from Morris 
* House have com* into further conflict with flie law. 
Yet Morris Hous| exists in a state of almost constant 
financial crisis. Apart from endowment paid for two 
boys who are stUi at school. Brother Leo has been 
, unable to obtain any govemment financial help. Not 
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all his boys are aboriginal, so he doesn't fit'that cat-
egory. Not all of them are physically or mentally han-
dicapped, so he doesn't fit that category either. Bec-
ause Morris House doesn't fit a bureaucratic pigeonhole, 
it cannot obtain a grant. 
In most inslitutions for children and teenagers, a 
strict regime tends to destroy relationships and deny 
sex. Close friendships between boys are discouraged, 
just in case they become homosexual. Girls and boys 
are segregated into different organisations and do not 
learn how to relate to one another. Any sexual expr-
ession of any sort is likely to be punished, perhaps 
severely. It would be wrong to ignore the exceptions 
to this general rule. Many phychiatrisls, social workers 
and youth workers can see all the faults in the system 
and are trying hard to correct them. But fhe battle 
has hardly begun. 
After years in a strictly regulated environment, the 
young men and women are disgorged into a commun-
ity wilh which they are quite unable to cope. Most of 
them return to institutions: sometimes the armed 
forces, more often the gaols. 
There is an unnamed anger among prisoners. It is 
seldom articulated,cxcepl in strikes and prison dist-
urbances. It is the anger of deprivation, directed vag-
uely but vehemently against the system which has 
deprived prisoners not only of their freedom, but of 
much of their humanity. 
Scattered yells and applause broke the silence but 
quickly died, as if most of the brothers realised that 
Flip was about to reach for the highest, inost demand-
ing, note. 
"So we have come to the conclusion ... after close 
study after much suffering . . . after tnuch consid-
eration " In sUence so deep that his voice rang 
back from the surrounding Walls, Flip was marching 
to the inevitable point, taking his listeners with him 
so that they knew before the words came what they 
would have to say. "That if we cannot live as people, 
then we will at least try to die like men!" 
The brothets erupted, lor^-held bcreaths burst forth 
in a shattering roar, a thunder of voices crying out at 
once - as much in joy. Wicker suspected, as in actual 
defiance, because he did not think men cheered the 
thought of their own deaths in whatever cause. 
These men, he believed, would not cheer mote than 
any others for the idea of dyuig, but would cheer get-
ring it said, as Flip had said it, for al! of them, for at 
least that one time - getting it saki to the worid that 
Ul the ultimate and unavoidable act of humanity, of 
the limitless brotherhood of iyvog, if in no other 
way, they would be men no less and no more than 
any others. . 
Tom Wicker 
I t is a fundaoental principle of British law that a 
man Is Innocent until proven guilty. Yet the retund 
system tends to deny tliis concept. Each prison has 
i t s remand section; BogKo Road's is not one of tVic 
worst. Prisoners on rcnand are those who have been 
charged with a crltoe and who have made a statutory 
court appearance - possibly for only five nlnutes 
- and who ore not allowed, or cannot raise, bal l . 
Prisoners can spend nonths on remand, particularly 
on nurdcr charges, ehlte police collect evidence 
against then. This is presvinably.necessary because, 
there ia not enough evidence, a t the tloe of arrest, 
for conviction. Each week, the prisoner Is paraded 
in front of a magistrate's court for three or four 
minutes. In some cases, this Is a l l that Habeas 
Corpus really means. 
All prisoners on renand must abide by prison 
regulations. Their priveleges and faci l i t ies are 
. usually below the general prison standard: In theory 
people are put on rectand lot only a short time, so 
conditions are not thought to much natter. One pri-
velege is retained: unlike most prisoners, men on 
remand are pepaltted to keep their belts. The remand 
section has had three suicides by hanging in Che 
past twelve months. 
(One of those to hang himself was Gary Thomas 
'Taylor, accused of the Maroochydore bomb attack 
which killed a three year old g i r l . Taylor, .reputed 
to be a drug dealer, was accused of setting the bomb 
in the cupboard of a house where he thought Det-
ective-Sergeant Kevin Dorries would find i t and be 
killed. I t has been' alleged that Dorries knew of 
the bomb and left i t there. I t was eventually 
found by the l i t t l e gir l next door. Dorries is 
s t i l l a serving policeman. On my second day in Bris-
bane, about eight Donths ago, I covered Taylor's 
f irst court appearance. I t was in a sleepy magis-
t ra te 's court in the country, at Nambour. He was' 
young - 24 - with quiet good looks. He had light 
brown hair and a youthful, tnouatachc. The stress 
vas showing on his face, but he betrayed no other 
emotion. A woman in the back of the court, I suppose 
his mother, quietly cried. I was surprised, nnd a 
Ut t l e sickened, when I read of his death). 
Another case I l lustrates the obvious dangers of 
the present remand system. One hot day a couple of 
summers ago, prisoners In the remand yard at Boggo 
poad took off their Shirts without being told to do 
so. Guards ordered them to pilt their shir ts back on, 
but the men refused- Reacting as if to a str ike, the 
gviards Hustled the prisoners Into their cells and 
locked them in. A few prisoners - no-one knows how 
they were selected - were brought before the v i s i t -
ing magistrate on charges of disrupting discipline. 
One man received a three month sentence. When he 
came to t r i a l oa his main charge, he was acquitted, 
but s t i l l had to serve the three months for remov-
ing his shirt - as well as some six months he had 
already spent In gaol on remand. 
Psychiatric services in most Australian gaol 
are grossly Inadequate. Boggo Road has five part-
time psychiatrists, but none In full-time attend-
ance. There Is also a security patients ' , hospital 
at Hacol, established In 1972 mainly for prisoners' 
needed extensive psychiatric treatment. People 
working there have said the place seemed firstly 
to have been buil t to provide security, and second- ' 
ly to provide treatment. These priori t ies have some 
rational basis: any penal faci l i ty, especially one 
for the criminally Insane, Is hardly likely to be 
welcomed In any area. The neighbours have some right 
to be reassured by strong security precautions, 
But the high security tends to mean a continuation 
of the inflexibili ty which characterlsts prisons 
adminiatratlon. This inflexibility Is likely to stand 
in the way of psychiatric treatment. One problem of 
the present system i s the' enforced Idleness of 
patients. Constructive work is even more scarce than 
in Boggo Road, and boredom can become an Inportant 
problem. 
There is a strong lobby of opinion among hospital 
staff that the feu prisoners'who spend a long time 
in the psychiatric hospltalshould be transferred 
from Prisons Department jurisdiction to the He 
Department. This, i t is said, would simplify treat-
ment. 
When prisoners ha've to be treated within the 
. gaol, other problems occur. Prisoners-are seen on 
referral from a general medical officer of from 
the recooaendation of a court. From the psych-
i a t r i s t ' s point of'view, many of them are insur-
urountable. Although access to patients is not in 
Itself a problem,.there are major barriers to 
actual treatment. This Is olten limited to the 
prescription of a few drugs. The needs of an indiv-
idual tend to be sacrificed to the needs of the 
system, and extended psychotherapy - which is.need-
ed by many patients - is impossible because of 
their reginented l ives. Many nagistrates and 
judges would also be concemed to leam that prison 
authorities often choose to do nothing about the 
courts' recommendations for psychiatric treatment. 
Perhaps we should beel some sytnpathy for the 
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dllenma of judges and magistrates who are faced 
with the problem of what to do with the person 
found guilty of a substantial crlroer. (Not forgett-
ing , of course, that one third of prisoners in 
gaol at any given time have bean convictedof being 
drunk and disorderly). What is the judge to do 
with the roan before him? He can impose a fine, which 
the defendent may be In no position to pay. He can 
impose a bond, but previous bonds nay already have 
been broken. He can recoEoend weekend gaol, part-
Icularlyfor young offenders, but the Boggo Raad 
authorities find this upsetting and the much-vaunted 
progranme of weekend' prison has been unofficially 
phased out. Or 'he can send the man to gaol, perhaps 
reconiiiending psychiatric treatment which Is likely 
to be either Ineffective or Ignored. 
Suddenly, Wicker was tired - physically exhaus-
ted, but more than that. He was slckeningly 
and hopelessly tired of the fear and hatred 
which had surrounded him a l l his l i fe , poison-
ed his every year. He wanted to tum away froa 
the prison, where fear and hatred, guards and 
inmates, blacks and whites, had circled each 
other so closely, so warily, for so long, that 
they could never disentangle themselves. He 
wanted to run as far as he eould from that 
dark place where hate and fear had been made 
an institution, tax supported, govemment 
operated, sealed with the approval of society. 
He wanted never again to hear of niggers, pigs, 
The Man, oppression, resistance. 
Tom Wicker 
In thfi United States, between the civil war and the 
election of Kennedy - one hundred years - th'ere were 
some two hundred major prison revolts. In the eleven 
years after 1960, there were well over seventy. 
Things appear to he hotting up. 
In Australia, apart from an occasional escape, 
prisons have been generally quiet. But now prison 
s tr ikes, even riots and fires, are beginning to 
happen. Our prisons are suuuldering, and could soon 
bum. there is no reason to believe that we are 
exempt. 
The world must become a place In which poor 
and oppressed.people can l ive in peace and 
with dignity. If we stillneed prisons after 
that transformation, they must be true 
rehabilitation centres rather than concentrat-
ion cmnps, and they would not be ancient rock 
fortresses in inaccessible areas. They 
would be an Important part of the comBunlty, 
in which people who are not well or who are 
unhappy would s t i l l be made to feel that they 
are part of humanity. Host of the men In 
prisons have been made to feel superfluous 
since birth. 
Huey Newton 
John Dunne came in at 1:05 pm. There were 
thirty-five dead, he said. Eight hostages were 
dead. TWenty-seven inmates had been kil led. 
Many others were in serious condition. The 
death toll could go higher. 
Thirty-five dead. Standing alone, the words 
were .shocking enough. S t i l l , i t was only a 
nvH*er, Wicker tried for a moment to think of 
thirty-five bodies. Then-thirty-five faces. He 
tried to think of thirty-five l ives. But he had 
no Idea of who had lived or perished in D yard's 
carnage, or how. There was no way to 
t e l l whether any of the people he had kjwwn In 
D yard ware living or desd. There was pnly one 
•flat and searing fact. I t was Chat there were 
thirty-five dead. 
They had oi l failed. Thlrt:y-flve dead was 
evidence enou^. 
Tom Wicker 
They say ev'ty man needs protection 
They say that ev'ry man must fall 
Yet I swear I see'my reflection 
Somewhere so high above this wall. 
I see ny light come shining 
From the west unto the east 
Any day now, any day now 
I shall lie released. 
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SOMETIMES HOMESICK 
Snow taps at 
the window 
and sends me 
into panic 
i may fly 
down to Spain 
to steal something 
or shoplift 
a parrot from 
Harrods 
to send you 
in a letter 
Did you know 
the snow killed 
Napoleons white horse? 
(how could you 
I just made it up) 
Yesterday 
I bought a 
stick-on face 
for the hustle 
the trick was 
in the performance 
they threw more 
than fruit 
Wrote some poems 
from prison 
read them over later 
found I'd blundered 
there is no more 
room in my world -
I've been here 
before 
the walls drip waste 
its been too long 
too mucli 
Jack Murray * 
SEVENTEEN YARD 
There's an iron grille fence painted Government 
green 
and uncomfortable seats for the aged, 
and eight toilets leering into the yard 
where a prisoner's dignity fades. 
And a muster bell hangs from a wrought iron frame 
where a warder parades on the square, 
and like monkeys that cling to the iron grille fence 
the prisoners of "seventeen" stare. 
Max Williams * 
THE PLANET OF THE WELFARE PEOPLE 
A prison creek spills 
through the paddocks of my boyhood 
where blue dragonflies 
resting on clumps of creeper grass 
were more real than the "Boys Horhe" 
I tried to escape from. 
Mossy ledges, science fiction size, 
'and hairy cannibal plants 
spread tendrils of honey-smell 
alongside a winding track down the creek bank 
where delicate insects came each day 
from the grass roots and the sky. 
I wandered through a village of deserted crayfish 
holes 
that the Welfare people had raided 
for Sunday dinner. 
I remember hearing crayfish scratching 
the walls ofa kerosene tin 
because they didn't understand captivity either, 
but I scratched my nanne on the punishment cells 
to tell somebody whal happened. 
The hole under the grille had been filled with rocks 
and I got caught in the mesh on the fence. 
Now I'm frightened because . . . tomorrow is 
Sunday. . 
Max Williams • 
* • Boggo Bofcd . 
* "Poems from Prison", e«J. Rodney Hall (Unl.of Qld Press) 
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DEATH OF A BUILDER'S LABOURER 
Champagne was not his style, not fancy after-shave 
The man was not so different from his grave 
actually -just one among the mob. 
Somewhere between the job, 
the television trance, 
the few at five, the circumstance, 
digressed a deeper bloke 
who suffered life like some bad joke 
and came to recognize his dreams 
for what they were", abstract extremes 
Against the wind his head was bent. 
I guess you'd say: bad management, 
Eric MacKenzie * 
A TIME TOGETHER 
Belled out of bed into cheap 
clothes stale from three days wear, 
washing the eyes from my sleep 
with water, combing what hair 
is left of my life, I flop 
back on my unmade bed. 
Any comics to swap? 
Belter to laugh instead 
of acting imprisoned 
four-eight-three said. I listened. 
Months later they found him hung 
by blanket from these bars -
this window which isn't -
bleached face, blue lip, tongue 
black, big as a cricket ball. 
How human. After all 
those nervous nights at theft 
of valuables, he left 
only embarrassment. 
Prisoners were hesitant 
walking by his cell that week. 
Some asked me my opinion; 
I'd known him at Long Bay. 
Hardly my dominion 
really. Perhaps life may 
have somehow been too much 
by being not enough. 
Difficult to say. 
Apart from one handcuff, 
one clinging crab-like claw 
of a pair that held us for 
a time together, kin, 
neither had kept in touch. 
Eric MacKenzie * 
THE CORNERS OF MY LIFE 
You're a number I can phone, 
You're a letter I can write, 
You're my water when rnri thirsty, 
In the middle of the night. 
You're a woman not a wife, 
And il's nice to know you brighten up, 
the corners of my life. 
. T. Salaam ** 
I WANT TO WRITE A BOOK ABOUT 
ANGER 
about how anger CAUSES things 
I want lo do this. I'll show it SUBTLY and 
in various stages. 
I'll do it something like Bronte did love. 
I'll show anger in DEGREES. 
I'll build it past recompense, 
demonstrating how a moment's ANGER 
can warp a whole LIFE, 
and give a man a fork through his lip 
or an empty eyesocket, 
or maim him allin a minute 
to be endured forever. The book 
will be MATURE,and for adults. 
It should be a masterpiece of informed 
intelligent writing. 
Robin Thurston * 
BREAKING CAMP 
Last night as we enjoyed a quiet cigger, 
The stars reflecting open life outback, 
Th§ knack we had of mateship was much bigger, 
Than any conversation, and so. Jack, 
I left you to your private thoughts, remember,' 
Attending to the fire and not to you, 
Little knowing as I watched an 6mber 
Go its way that you would slip out too, 
Weli, Jack, there ain't no flowers in the landscape. 
Nothing fine to compliment a grave, 
Nothing like the richness of your handshake, 
Noihing like the grin you always gave. 
But, anyway, I reckon that this gum tree 
Would make a cily monument look trite, 
And anywhere I make my bed or humpy 
I'll always know why earth wears black at night. 
I buried that old hat of mine beside you. 
It wasn't seemly somehow, with you dead, 
To jusl observe the minute's pause relied to, 
And place the bloody thing back on my head. 
Erick MacKenzie * 
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SOUTH 
KOREA 
DISSENT AND INDUSTRIAL 
WORKERS IN SOUTH KOREA 
hi Semper no 3 attention was drawn to the attempts 
of the South Korean government of Chung Hee Park to 
repress student dissent in that country. Another lesser 
known aspect of the Korean situation concerns the role 
played by Korean trade unions, in akiingand abetting 
the regime in its repression of dissent amongst urban in-
dustrial workers. 
Since the 1971 Presidential election in Korea, there 
has been an intensified attempt by the Park regime to 
initially intimidate the later to eUminate political oppos-
ition to the military dictatorship established by Park. The 
agency utilized by Park in the waging of this campaign is 
the Chungang Chengbobu, or Korean CIA. The opposi-
tion Presidential candidate in 1971, Kun Tae-chung (who 
is now in exile) stated flatly that, "This country is an ab-
solute national dictatorship completely controlled by 
the Central InteUigence Agency". (Guardian, 13.1.73) 
Legally, the functions of the CIA are defmed as "intel-
ligence and tlie mahitenance of pubUc safety"; in prac-
tice, its functions are unlimited. Only Park and a small 
clique of officials in the Blue House (South Korea's 
White House) are immune from the deprecations of the 
Chungang Chengbobu. Those receivhig the fuU force of 
this repression have been students, writers, labour lea-
ders and churchmen. The leaderships of the Korean stu-
dent Christian Federation, the Urban Industrial Mission, 
Amnesty International, and the National Federation of 
Youth and Students have all been decimated by the 
activities of the Korean CIA. 
One of these groups, die Urban Industrial Mission has 
been particularly concemed wilh ameloriating the cond-
itions under which Korea's 4 mUlion non-agricultural la-
bourers work. The South Korean economy, re-built, (pre-
dictably) on the Westem capitalist model after the Kor-
ean war, fueUcd by US and later Japanese aid, and boos-
ted by the spin-off-cum-rip-off from the Vietnam war, 
supports a population of 32 miUion. The real cost of eco-
nomic "progress" has, however, been borne by those 
least able to afford it - the workers. "In order to att-
ract foreign capital", reports the Urban hidustrial Miss-
ion ofthe Christian Conference of Asia,(UIM-CCA), 
"the government must try to see that the profit from 
its exports far exceeds die cost of the raw materials and 
labour." Since Korea has little control over the cost of 
raw materials, it must see that its labourers produce an 
enormous quantity of goods for the very minimum of 
wages. Consequently those who bear the real burden for 
the price of development are Uie labourers. 
The Federation of Korean Trade Unions is the offic-
ial association, of labour organisations in SouUi Korea. 
However, according to Uie UIM-CCA, this body is "dir- ' 
ectly controUed by tiie government, and is therefore us-
ually on the side ofthe management raUier than that of 
labourers." The UIM-CCA also note that, ''Any effort 
to form a union apart from the FKTU is considered il-
legal." In Uiis situation, the work of the Urban Indus-
trial Mission, in seeking to raise boUi the standard of liv-
ing and Uie poUtical consciousness of Uie workers, bec-
omes significant. S.H. Cho of Inchon, (a seaport to Uie 
SouUi of Seoul) describes Uie goals ofthe UIM in Uie 
foUojvmg terms: 
The intent of the Mission is to cooperate with and 
aid the workers of industry as they seek to form 
their own organisations and participate in the dec-
isions of societies that control their lives. Through 
cooperation and consultation with unions and com-
panies in strike and dispute situations ourMfs.uon 
exerts influence for the protection of workers' 
rights to bargain collectively and help decide their 
own working conditions. (International Review of 
Mission, no 234) 
UIM reports that one ofits biggest tasks Is that of 
getting the existing labour laws enforced. Particular at-
tention has been drawn, by the UIM, to the workuig 
condhions of Koreans employed by Japanese and Am-
erican companies. UIM has urged the repeal of the "Spe-
cial Pri^ ]^eges Law" for foreign investors. This law pro-
hibits the formation of labour unions in foreign com-
panies without special permission from the government 
Labour Affairs Office. Naturally, without labour organis-
ations, the workers for foreign companies in SouUi Kor-
ea labour appalling conditions. TTie UIM has detailed 
specific cases of maltreatment, violence and infringe-
ment/denial of basic human rights. The cases mcluded, 
according to one UIM-CCA document, "long working 
hours, low wages, beatmg of labourers, forced sex wiUi 
giri workers by Japanese managers, firing wiUiout prev-
ious warnuig or explanation and severe restriction of free-
doms." 
For instance, local union organizers were beaten ui 
the Yoorim Commercial company and Uie Kwang Jim 
Textile company, because Uiey had organized unions. 
The organizers were hospitaUzed for three weeks and 
the Kwang Jim Textile company, the UIM-CCA reports: 
"now threatens to close down m order to destroy the 
Union; and labourers are under constant threat of beuig 
fired". The document also notes that "in direct viol-
ence is inflicted on Uie workers in American electron-
ics companies. They suffer from various eye diseases and 
their vision deteriorates rapidly due to workhig condit-
ions. 
In addition to calling attention to specific abuses, Uie 
UIM has earned the not inconsiderable disfavour ofthe 
Park regime by calUng for the repeal (in December 1973) 
ofthe 1971 National Security Law which prevents col-
lective bargaining and strikes. UIM has also given wide 
publicity to the fact Uiat a govemment suwey (by the 
Labour Affairs Office) revealed Uiat 96% of the indust-
ries in Korea were not complying with basic labour laws. 
Naturally the UIM has found itself hi coriflict wiUi 
all sections of the economic status quo: the government 
management and the Federation of Korean Trade Un-
ions, wiUi Uie last mentfoned pitchhig the Une tiiat, 
"improvement in labour conditions or wages would in-
crease producion expenses and decrease profits" and 
tiie UIM is merely "a hindrance to development." 
The conflict between tiie UIM and tiie Korean Trade 
Union movement came to a head in January 1974, when 
a Proteslant-CathoUc Jomt Conference on Labour Prob-
lems passed a resolution demandhig the dissolution of 
the Korean Federation of Trade Unions. The Conference 
consisted of representaUves ofthe UIM and 19 oUier 
Christian groups concemed witii labour problems. The 
Conference demanded that "tiie KFTU and All Korea 
Textile Workers Union be dissolved, if Uiey are not cap-
able of protectmg the human rights of workers". The. . 
Conference furtiier demanded that "tiiey should repent 
of their faults to tiie 4,000,000 workers and lo the peo-
ple of Korea". Perhaps the most significant resolution 
passed by the Conference was Uie first which staled that: 
77K government must assume total responsiblity for 
this situation in which the industrialists inflict viol-
ence on workers; it should etui the feudalistic attit-
udes ofthe industrialists to transform this kind of 
atmosphere; and it should firmly establish constitu-
tional democratic order. ^ 
The response to Uie actions ofthe Conference came 
from two directions. On January 20,1974, the Korean 
Federation of Trade Unions issued a statement, which 
was pubUshed in major Korean newspapers, the pream-
ble of which staled: ' 
We are issuing a warning concerning the behaviour of 
some religious leaders who have lost their sense of 
duty and have interfered with labour organisations. If 
they foolishly continue to agitate, we will mobilize 
the powers ofour organisation to destroy them. 
The Federation passed 5 resolutions, the most signifi-
cant of which blunUy suggested Uiat Christians keep 
out of Uie labour movement and stick to their "religious 
duties". The KFTU also caUed for "self reflection on tiie 
part of tiie few mmdless reUgious who have infiltrated 
our labour organisations to agitate our good workers and 
to undermine tiie perspective of a healtiiy labour move-
ment, to cause division witiim the organisations and to 
escalate conflict between labour and management". 
The response of the KFTU iUuslrates tiie umeaUty 
tiiat exists in tiie minds of Korean labour officials as weU 
as tiieir near-hysteria at behig tiie subject of uitense, pene-
trating and weU documented criticism. 
The oUier response to Uie action of tiie Jomt Confer-
ence on Labour Problems m caUing for tiie dissolution 
of tiie KFTU, was the arrest on January 17,1974 of 11 
young clergymen for allegedly violating Emergency De-
cree No 1 (Of January 8 1974); a decree which prohib-
ited both criticism of tiie constitution and advocacy of 
constitutional revision. The 11 clergymen, all associated 
with UIM, had released a statement on January 17 call-
ing for the witiidrawal ofthe January 8 decree, freedom 
to discuss the constitution and abolition'of tiie govern-
ment's "revitalization" program, (i.e. tiie crackdown on 
dissent). Officials ofthe Christian Conference of Asia 
believe that the arrests and tiie KFTU statement are not 
coincidental. 
"We understand" tiiey write "the KFTU's move to 
be related wiUi tiiese arrests." The UIM had been, of 
course, for some time under surveUlance and harrass-
ment by Uie Korean CIA. The latest information is, 
however, that Uie investigation of tiie UIM is no lon-
ger being conducted by the Korean CIA, but is now 
under Uie direct jurisdiction ofthe Blue House. 
Of tiiose clergy arrested, 6 received prison teims 
rangmg from 10 to 15 years; another four were releas-
ed because according to tiie prosecution Uiey repent-
ed. Furtiier anrests of UIM stafi" have foUowed. "What 
furtiier action tiie Blue House and its agencies wiU 
take against tiie UIM remains to be seen," concludes 
tiie CCA-7UIM. Thp question now is, under titis pressure 
and the loss of wveral unportant leaders wUI tiie UM 
be able to survive? If not Korea's 4 mUlion labourers * 
may agam be literally left witiiout support, sold opt 
by theh own labour movement and another voice for 
human nghts and justice WiU have been sUenced. D 
John Harrison 
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CHUNG HEE PARK WROTE THE WHOLE 
SCENARIO FOR HIS WIFE'S ASSASSINATION PROFILE OF A DISSIDENT: KIM CHiN HONG 
STUDENTS CONFRONT PARK 
OVER ECONOMY 
The new law barring Koreans from criticising the gov-
ernment appears to be auned retroactively also at one of 
Chung Hee Park's former closest collaborators, the rein-
ed South Korean navy chief of staff, Lee Yong Wun. Now 
Uving abroad, Lee last January published in the Japanese 
daily Asahi Journal a sharp denunciation of Park's admin-
istration. 
The former navy commander told the Journal: "Park • 
constantly uses the "threat from the North' to justify his 
dictatorial rule. National security requhes national disci-
pline - and no dissent, according to Park. He regards the 
communists as the apotheosis of evil; by comparison and 
by implication, he is moderate to the point of sainUiness. 
"I served as chief of staff of the ROK navy. I am min-
dful of the serious situation on the Korean peninsula and 
of the consequences of these remarks. Accordingly, I am 
not at liberty to make a full and detaUed statement at 
this time," Lee continued. 
"I can say, however, that every alleged threatening act 
by Uie North, wheUier charged by [Former President] 
Syngman Rhee or by Chung Hee Park, was without excep-
tion a provocative act by the mUitary forces of South 
Korea." 
Lee cited a number of examples to back up the charge 
in detaU, uicluding Uie "discovery" of a "secret tunnel" 
under the demilUarised zone just two days before Presi-
dent Ford's visit. 
Lee also stated IhatParkhad turned the South Korean 
army into a "private army for Chung Hee Park. They are 
defending him against Uie people." He noted that in the 
tension between Uie South and the North, "tiie enorm-
ous destructive power in SouUi Korea's arsenal, mclud-
ing Uie presence of U.S. nuclear weapons . . . is a real 
and direct threat to the North." ' 
The former navy chief also disputed Parks account of 
events surrounding Uie assassination last August of 
iPark's wife. The aUeged assassin, who was executed for 
tiie crune, was mnocent, Lee believes. Citing sources mih-
in tile Park regime, Lee said that ballistics evidence in 
the government's possession proves the accused slayer's . 
innocence. 
Park, Lee recalled, had a long history of turnhig on 
tiiose closest to him and having them eliminated. His 
"entire career is a record of betrayed loyalties". Park in 
1948 even turned in his own elder brother to be execu-
ted, Lee said, adduig that he was "convinced tiiat Chung 
Hee Park wrote tiie whole scenario" for his wife's assas-
suiation". Park profited politically, Lee pohited out, by 
Imking tKe accused kiUer to tiie Japanese govcmmcnl 
and forcing Tokyo to make an official apology to him 
for alleged "negligence", and Park gained personally, 
because the death of his wfe aUowed him to resume re-
lations with the movie stariet Yun Chong Hi. Park's wife 
had protested tiie affair so strongly, Lee said, tiiat Yun 
was exUed lo Paris. Only days after Mrs Park's funeral, 
Yun rehirned. "The Kunpo airport VIP waiting room", 
Lee said, "was a strange spectacle on the day of her grand 
return. It was full of senior govemment officials there lo 
welcome Miss Yun home." 
"The 'assasshiation attempt' and his wife's deatii were 
of great political value to Park," concluded Lee, "and 
quite consistent with a lifetime of expedient violence." D 
Kim Chin Hong is a 33 year old semhiary student who 
was arrested on January 17,1974 for allegedly violating 
the Presidential decree of 8/1/74: in that he signed and 
distributed a statement stressing the need to amend the 
constitution, an action which was specifically, prohibited 
by the January 8 decree. On Feb 7,1974, he was senten-
ced by the Lower Emergency MUitary Tribunal's First 
Court Martial tO 15 years in prison, with 15 years susp-
ension of civU rights. Kim's 29 year old wife, Lee Sung 
Duk is a trained social worker and they have a four year 
old son. 
After he graduated from Kyemyung CoUege, Taegu, 
in philosophy, hi 1967, Kim worked at tiie coUege as a 
Professor's assistant, before commencing work in 1968 
with tiie Chongsan Church, Taegu. hi 1969, Kim enter-
ed the Presbyterian seminary in Seoul, and in 1970 op-
ened a pioneer church in Inchon, a seaport, south east 
of Seoul. In 1971, he commenced work m partnership 
with his wife in Uie Chonggechon slum district of Sedul. 
Chonggechon (UteraUy "running stream") is tiie str-
eam which carries the city's sewerage to the River Han. 
Along its banks for the past 15 years the urban poor, 
the dispossessed, rural-urban migrants and others, had 
been buildmg unregistered "houses". Here some 12,000 
famUies, approximately 60,000 people lived ui the sub-
human conditions of poverty, disease and ignorance. 
There is no electricity or running water, contageous dis-
eases are rampant, "houses" (in reality, mud huts) are 
overcrowded and pooriy venlUated. When Kim and Lee 
arrived in August 1971 their first priority was medical. 
Through the treatment of physical disease they hoped 
to discover the deeper human problems of the area. Ear-
ly in September 1971, with then own money (wedding 
gifts) they purchased a temporary building in the area, 
which on October 3 was dedicated as a church. > 
By that December some 1600 families in the area had 
been hivolved in the fonnation of Resident's Committees 
set up to deal witii community problems. Education, 
health, credit union and public services committees were 
elected. In January 1972, the Sonjung District Health Of-
fice was opened to be followed by child healtii and mat-
ernity care centres; In April, a housewives training course 
was commenced and in June a night school established. 
A regular medical clinic, in co-operation witii the Medi-
cal College of Seoul National University was also com-
menced. Home industries utiUzing old rags, paper and 
scrap were also set up in June 1972. Later, in August, 
the Sonjung Youth Cominittee was formed. This com-
mittee has about 400 members and plays a major role 
Ul community service activities. 
A survey of conditions in tiie whole district was com-
menced in July-August 1972. The Seoul University Medi-
cal CoUege and Social Research Society participated in 
this survey. Furtiier development of educational centres 
foUowed. Trade school courses were established in Dec. 
1972; a district social school commenced operations in 
AprU 1973; and in July 1973, a khidergarten was fomi-
ed. Much of this activity is centered around tiie Hwal-
bin Church established by Kim and Lee. Currently a te-
am of seven graduates and seminary students are work-
ing hi the area. In addition to Uie clergyman and two 
seminarians, tiie team includes a political science grad-
uate who is responsible for organizing the citizens, a med-
ical graduate, a social worker (Lee) and a vocational tra-
ining officer. 
This is the place and these are the people amongst 
whom Kim Ching Hong lived and worked. Tlie rising 
level of social consciousness and self realization of tiie 
slum dweUers of Chonggechon, as weU as tiie level of 
medical, educational, economic and political assistance 
they are receiving is due ui no small degree to the eff 
oris of Kim Ching Hong, This is Uie man Park jailed for 
15 years! 
The statement Kim signed which led to his anest and 
unprisonment read ui part: "Free discussion on tiie re-
vision of the constitution must be allowed, and we un-
derstand tills to be tiie wUl of the people." Kim Chin 
Hong, the slum evangeUst, was in a better position than 
most to know Uie true will of the Korean people, n 
Student organisations in Soutii Korea have not been 
remiss in calling for an end to economic exploitation by 
industrialists. On April 3,1974, six weeks after the Ur-
ban Industrial Mission dispute wiUi the Korean Feder-
ation of Trade Unions, the Democratic Federation of 
Korean Youth and Students prepared a 1,000 word do-
cument entitled "Democratic Declaration for Korean 
People", in which they attacked the Park regime as a 
"comparador capitalist clique" which had "crushed the 
growth of national self-reliance in the name ofthe doc-
trines of GNP and export priority". The student docu-
ment continued: 
It is very clear tliat total breakdo wn of our national . 
economy has been wrought, because of their cheap 
sell out ofour resources and labour because of their 
permitting foreign monopolies to dominate our ec-
onomy, and because of their extreme corruption. 
The students formulated six resolutions Uie first three 
of which read: 
1. Reform the present economic policy that is solely 
for the wealtii of tiie corrupt power elite. Punish al 
once tiic kingpin of the corrupt power group. 
2. Reduce the taxes of Uic citizens and guarantee a 
minimum standard oflife for the labouring people 
who are tiie backbone ofour national economy. 
3. Guarantee the freedom of labour movements by 
destroying aU the evil labour laws. 
A massive demonstration was planned in Seoul, on 
AprU 3,1974. This was never held, as the regime retal-
iated, that day, branding the Democralic Federation of 
Korean YouUi and Students as a.comniunisl-led conspi-
racy and prohibiiing its activities. Emergency decree no 
4, which proscribed the Federation made il Uiegal for 
any person "lo organise or join the DFKYS and related 
organisations, communicate or associate with its mem-
bers and participate directly or indirectiy in the activit-
ies ofthe organisation." 
About 300 students are believed to have been arrest-
ed or investigated by the Korean CIA in Uie 2 months 
following the banning ofthe Federation. 148 political 
prisoners were released in mid-March 1975,22 of tiiose 
remaining in prison are accused of being communist sup-
porters of the Student's Federation; another 8 arc under 
sentence of death. These were executed on AprU 9, this 
year, just over a year after Park banned the DFKYS. 
It is interesting to note tiiat the students grievances 
initially focused on the economic conditions of South 
Korea and Park's responsibUity for Uiem. The regime's 
response to the students declaration indicates that not 
oiUy is Park unwilling to consider the grievances, but is 
also determined to prevent tiie airmg of tiiem. D 
We are determined to sacrifice ourselves if need be 
UNIONISM: SOUTH KOREAN STYLE 
60% of the 544,000 members of the Korean Federation 
of Trade Unions are paid less than $75 per month (accor-
ding to a KFTU survey). 
The Govemment calculated cost of Iwing for an average 
Korean famUy is S87.50 per montii. 
The Korean Federation of Trade Uiuons is actively op-
posing the work of the Urban Industrial Mission which 
seeks to raise the standard of living and the political 
consciousness of South Korea's impoverished urban wo-
rkers. 
WARNING BY HANOI ON KOREA 
Tokyo (AAP-Reuter) - Nortii Vietnam said yesterday 
the United States must withdraw its troops from Korea 
or risk a defeat even worse than the loss of Cambodia 
and South >netnam. 
"If the Ford clk[ue does not want \o suffer a heavier 
defeat hi Korea imd Asia, it must change its policy on 
Korea and wjthdraw all Its aggression troops and leftal 
weapons from South Korea at an eariy date." Hanoi's 
official Vietnam news agency said in a broadcast mon-
itored hi Tokyo, 
"That U.S, imperialist plot to retain theh aggressor 
forces in South Korea and Intensify aggressive manoevres 
agauist our country is a virulent challenge and an unpar-
donable crimhial act against the entire Korean people," 
HIT HARD IN FUTURE, US WARNS 
Washington (AAP-Reuter) - Defence Secretary James 
Schlesmger said yesterday tiiat if North Korea invaded 
the Soutii the United States would hit back harder than 
it did in South Vietnam. 
"One of the lessons of the Vietnam conflict is that 
rather than simply counter your opponent's thrusts, 
it is necessary to go for the heart of your opponent's 
power. 
"Destroy his miUtaiy forces rather than simply be-
hig involved in endless anciUary mUitary operations," 
Mr Schlesmger said. 
Mr Schlesinger said the North Koreans should under-
stand tiiat the United States would take "more vigorous 
action that we were^ncUned to take during much of 
the Vkitnamese warr 
16 Mmp«r fiorut 
Sir Warwick rewrites 
The Truth about Vietnam 
The recent National Times scries under the general heading The Truth About Vietnam was widely 
praised as a devastating analysis of Government folly. But the 112,000 people who bought each part of 
the series did not get the full story. Parts two and three were something less than the whole Truth About 
Vietnam, as wc explain... 
t t Last Wednesday, 10 years and a day 
after Sir Robert Menzies announced 
Australia would enter a war we had been 
secretly fighting for three years, the last 
Americans fled from Vietnam. 
There are three threads - the commu-
nists of South and North Vietnam; the 
Americans; and the Australians. We can 
dismiss the Government of South Viet-
nam as being corrupt clowns and never 
much more than pawns in the game. 
Rebuilding their country, and expec-
ting to win the elections, the commun-
ists of North Vietnam were quiet for a 
few years. When elections were not held, 
probably at the instigation of the US, 
the communists started infiltrating back 
into the south. 
On May 7, 1950, inreturn for help in 
Europe, the US entered the Vietnam con-
flict by agreeing to finance the French in 
the war, first changing the name from a 
colonial war to a war against commun-
ism. 
The US ignored the Geneva agree-
ments, which it had not signed, and its 
pledge not to use force or the threat of 
force from the moment of their signing. 
Early in 1964, President Johnson 
sharply escalated the secret aggression 
agamst North Vietnam, but the warstUl 
went badly. 
THE AUSTRALIANS; From the SOs 
AustraUa was in fear of communism, and 
the supposed downward thmst of Chma, 
and m 1962, we bolstered the US effort 
with 30 soldiera who engaged in combat. 
On June 29, ! 965, Shane Paltridge, 
the West Australian Senator and Defence 
Minister who was one of the architects 
of AustraUa's Vietnam policy, said: 
"1 do not question the inherent right 
of every AustraUan to,voice his view on 
questions of pubUc unportance. This is 
a manifestation of proper interest in 
Govemment and public affairs, and 
should be encouraged..." 
The words had the pious stench of 
hypocrisy. 
The question of whether we go to 
war is of the gravest pubUc importance. 
As it tumed out, the US and AustraUa 
lost the war, and in the process Austra-
Ua lost the proiection of the US agauist 
•the time when we might reaUy need it. 
There is also the matter of 489 sold-
iers who were asked to yield up theh 
lives, and those other people our sold-
iers killed, not to speak of theh famiUes, 
and the partial destruction of another 
country. 
AustraUa as a whole has to bear the 
guUt of its association with the United 
States for all the evil thmgs done in the 
war, and the natural enmity of the peop-
le to whom these things were done. 
We cannot, as the NaUonal Times re-
search shows, escape with the plea that 
the US forced us into the war: on that 
matter Sir Robert Menzies and his few 
associates were more Catholic than the 
Pope, 
The weight of the evidence mdicates 
that Menzies was determined to drag the 
US and AustraUa into war, and had no 
intention of being unpeded by any dis-
cussion to the contrary, which suggests 
that he at least suspected that opinion 
might not be whoUy favourable. 
Yet such a man, who had successful-
ly stifled discussion here, could, with 
his usual unction, prate about fighthig 
for "democracy" in Vietnam. And so 
we all bear the guUt, but Menzies saw 
to it that none of us had any part in 
the decision. 
Thus the so caUed "more flags" cam-
paign undertaken by the US in late 1964 
got under way. The title, I take it, deriv-
ed from Evelyn Waugh's 1942 novel. Put 
out more flags. The source is worth re-
calUng: 
^ LAST WEDNESDAY, 10 years and a day 
after Sh Robert Menzies announced Aus-
tralia would enter a war we had been sec-
retly fightmg for three years, the last Am-
ericans left Vietnam. 
There are three threads - the comm-
unists of South and North Vietnam; the 
Americans; and the Australians. (We can 
dismiss (he Government of South Viet-
nam as being never much more than 
pawns in the game. 
Rebuilding their country, and expec-
ting to win the elections, the commun-
ists of North Vietnam were quiet for a 
few years. When elections were not held, 
the communists started infiltrating back 
into the south. 
On May 7, 1950, in retum for help in 
Europe, the US entered the Vietnam con-
flict by agreeing to fmance the French 
in the war, at that point identifying the 
conflict as a war against communism. 
The US found it necessary to ignore 
the Geneva Agreements, which it had 
not signed, and its pledge not to use for-
ce or the threat of force, from the mom-
ent of their signuig. 
Early in 1964, President Johnson 
sharply escalated the secret war with 
North Vietnam, but the war stUl went 
badly. 
THE AUSTRALIANS: From the SOs 
AustraUa judged itself in danger from 
communism, and the supposed down-
ward thrust of China, and in 1962, we 
bolstered the US effort with 30 soldiers 
who engaged in combat. 
On June 29,1965, Shane Paltridge, 
the West Australian senator and Defen-
ce Muiister who was one of the architects 
of AustraHa's Vietnam policy said: 
"I do not question the inherent right 
of every Australian citizen to voice his 
view on questions of public importance. 
This is a manifestation of proper interest 
in govemment and public affairs and '^ 
should be encouraged...." 
The question of whether we go to war 
is of the gravest public importance. As it 
tumed out, the US and Australia did not 
win the war. 
There is also the matter of 489 Aust-
raUan soldiers who were asked to yield 
up their lives and those other people our 
soldiers kUled, not to speak of their fam-
iUes, and the partial destruction of anot-
her country. 
We cannot, as The National Times' re-
search shows, say that the US forced us 
into the war; on that matter Sir Robert 
Menzies and his few associates were more 
CathoUc than the Pope. 
The weight of the evidence mdicates 
that Menzies judged that the US and Aus-
tralia should go into war, and had no in-
tention of being impeded by any discussion 
to the contrary. 
Thus the so-caUed "more flags" cam-
paign undertaken by the US hi late 1964 
got under way. 
''A man gettuig drunk at a farewell 
party should strike a musical tone, in 
order to strengthen his spirit... and a 
drunk mUitary man should order gal-
lons, and put out more flags, in order 
to increase his miUtary splendour." 
Taylor was a scholarly sort of sold-
ier and had some Unguistic facUity, and 
spoke several languages, so a lot of peo-
ple figured he had a sophisticated intel-
ligence, but this does not necessarily fol-
low. 
The infUtrations were thus the excuse 
for the escalation of the war, rather than 
the reason. 
The message was signed by Taylor, U. 
Alexis Johnson, and General WiUiam 
Westmoreland, holder of ThaUands Most 
Exalted Order of the White Elephant and, 
smce June 20, 1964, head ofthe US mUi-
tary Assistance command, Vietnam. 
There is a beUef m AustraUan military 
circles that Westmoreland never quite un-
derstood that he was involved in a guerilla 
war, and the fact that later, when he was 
in Washington, he invariably started work 
at precisely 8 am seems to confirm that 
his mmd was perhaps a thought too rigid 
for the task in hand. 
However, it was one thing for the peo-
ple in SaiRonto say go ahead and bomb, 
regardless, but it was another for Johnson 
whD had to thmk of the domestic realit-
ies. 
Would the US electorate stand for go-
ing to war for a bunch of hick generals 
who each felt he should have a tum at 
tile top? 
It is futUe, but interestmg, to specu-
late on the possibUty that, had Menzies 
been a different sort of man, he might 
just barely have been able to get John-
son and the Americans to look for once 
at the reality of the situation and thus 
avoid going in, and the consequent dis-
aster for both America and AustraUa. 
New Zeland had made its views plain; 
it would not send troops. If Menzies 
had said bluntly that the whole thing 
was madness, and that he would have 
no part of it, the US would have been 
left on its own. 
Yet there clearly was not much to 
save, hi 10 years the US had never been 
able to persuade tiie Saigon .Govemnient 
to make even minimal land and social re-
forms, or even to do much fighting. 
So there was a way out: simply to say 
we've done our best, if you won't do so-
mething we'U just have to leave you to 
U. But for a man with as fragUe an ego 
structure as Johnson's this was too diffi-
cult a proposition to swaUow. At least 
not for anothei: three or more years. 
The Washington message said: "Aust. 
appreciates US need for greater contribu-
tion for widenhig participation of Asian 
nations to remove impression of Ameri-
can adventure Aussie wUl give whatever 
diplomatic uifluence they have m Asia. 
WiU discuss creation of mtemational for-
ce." 
But England was more Menzies speed: 
he'd never been much of a man for Asia. 
(We know an cxramiy chap who's been 
dining out for years on his Menzies Viet-
nam story. The guy was hauled back to 
Canberra one time to give Menzies the up 
to the minute dope on how thhigs were 
gomg, and went about it, tiie way these 
guys do, with theh maps and p oui ters and 
stuff. . • 
'*And what's that there?" asked Men-
zies, pointmg to the map.: 
The army guy stared at the map, and 
stared at Menzies, in as even a tone as he 
could manage: 
"That, sh, is the Mekong delta".) 
Taylor was a scholarly sort of soldier 
and had some linguistic facUity, and 
spoke several languages. 
The infUtrations were thus advanced 
by the US as the reason for the escalat-
ion of the war. 
The message was signed by Taylor, U. 
Alexis Johnson, and General WiUiam 
Westmoreland, since June 20,1964, head 
of the US Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam. 
However, it was one thing for the 
people m Saigon to say go ahead and 
bomb, regardless, but it was another for 
Johnson, who had to thuik of the dom-
estic realities. 
It is therefore interesting if futile, 
to speculate on whether Menzies, had 
he possessed a different perception of 
Asian reality, might just possibly by 
giving the US a firm NO, have kept John-
son (and Australia) out of the Vietnam 
escalation. 
New Zealand had made its views plam: 
it would not send troops. If Menzies had 
said as bluntiy that the whole thing was 
misjudged, and that he would have no 
part of it, the US would have been left 
on its own. 
Yet what was there to save? The ans-
wer presumably was territory and peop-
le ruled by a non-communist govemment. 
Yet in 10 years the US had never been 
able to persuade the Saigon Govemment 
to make even minimal land and social re-
forms, or even to do much fightuig. 
There was a way out: simply to say 
we've done our best; if you won't do 
sometiiing we'll just have to leave you 
to it. But this was too difficult a prop-
osition to swallow. In another three or 
more years, perhaps, but not yet. 
The Washington message said: "Aust 
appreciates US need for greater contri-
bution for widetiing participation of As-
ian nations to. remove impression of Am-
erican adventure. 
"Aussie wUI give whatever diplomatic 
mfluence they have hi Asia. WUl discuss 
creation of hitemational force." 
t t How the articles were originally written 
t How the articles were rewritten by Fairfax 
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We may judge these complauits, whUe 
no doubt teal, to be also in the nature 
of a ploy to help Menzies' ambition to 
get maximum US presence hi Asia at 
nUnimum cost to AustraUa in real terms, 
and to himself m poUtical terms. 
The (small section of) the AustraUan 
govemment, he said, regarded South 
Vietnam as a crisis pouit as big as Cuba 
or BcrUn. In fact. Waller said, a reverse 
in South Vietnam would be a disaster 
of "unparaUeled" magnitude. 
(Smce Kennedy got to withm an mch 
of a nuclear war on Cuba, it is difficult 
to comprehend what Waller, or the peo-
ple uistructing him, figured shoud be 
the outcome if the communists ever 
managed - as, back in 1954, they seem-
ed Ukely to be entitled to - to form the 
Govemment of South Vietnam). 
Part Three 
For reasons of his own. Sir Robert 
Menzies, wanted to go to war ui Vietnam. 
He reasoned that this was the price 
Australia must pay to ensure a heavy US 
participation m Asia. And he wanted the 
Americans there because, from the SOs, 
if not before, he judged AustraUa's vital 
interests were in danger from "commun-
ism" and the "downward thrust" of com-
muiust China. • 
Unfortunately, as Professor Brodie 
notes m War and PoUtics, "vital interests" 
are to be found in the minds of men, and 
not m objective reality. 
Thus, on the danger of "communism" 
as a universal and indivisible thing, and 
of Vietnamese "communism", the words 
of Charles de GauUe, a statesman who had 
the advantage of some flexibiUty of mind, 
are instractive: 
In June, 1966, Lyndon Johnson sent 
• Arthur Goldberg to make a last try for 
French support. The latier part of his 
conversation with De GauUe, as report-
ed by Halberstam, went Uke this: 
"First of aU," said De GauUe, "you 
must put out." 
"But won't it go communist?" 
Goldberg said. 
"Yes, it wiU go communist." 
"But isn't that agauist us." 
"Yes," repUed De GauUe,"but it wUl 
be a messy kind of communism - not a 
Russian or even a Chinese kuid of comm-
unism. An Asian kind: it wiU be more of 
a problem for them than for us..." 
Second, the downward thrust. Gravi-
tational theories of poUtics, whUe obvious-
ly aberrant, are not new and constitute a 
real psychological problem. 
Thus, as Brodie again points out, the 
British Foreign Office spent a good deal 
of the 19th century in a state of fear that 
Russia was momentarily about to desc-
end on hidia, causuig Lord (Robert) 
SaUsbury finaUy to remark: 
"A great deal of misapprehension ar-
ises from Xhe popular use. of maps on a 
small scale." 
Time published a map ui its May 5 
edition showing AustraUa at the very 
top of the world, ABOVE New Guinea, 
Indonesia, Vietnam and China. 
One becomes quite giddy looking 
at it because of course, it seems as if 
we're standuig on our heads, but Aust-
raUan statesmen could do worse than 
pin it on the wall as a useful antidote to 
irrational fear of people to the north of 
us. 
There were a number of reasons, 
which should have been apparent, if 
not to Menzies, at least to officers 
of the Department of Extemal Affaiis, • 
why China could not adopt an expansi-
onist poUcy in the mid-60s, or for a 
long time iii the future. 
We may judge these compkuits, whUe 
no doubt real, to be also in the nature of 
a ploy to help Menzies' policy; to get 
maxunum US presence m Asia at mini-
mum cost to AustraUa m real terms. 
The (smaU section of) the AustraUan 
govemment, he said, regarded South 
Vietnam as a crisis pouit as big as Cuba 
or Berlin. In fact, WaUer said, a reverse 
in South Vietnam would be a disaster of 
"unparaUeled" magnitude. 
Sir Robert Menzies reasoned that to 
go to war Ul Vietnam was the price Aus-
tralia must pay to ensure a heavy US par-
ticipation in Asia. And he wanted the 
Americans there because, from (he SOs if 
not before, he judged Australia's vital In-
terests were in danger from "communism" 
and the "downward thmst" of commun-
ist China. 
There was a positive danger in the pol-
icy which was — and it was obvious at 
least to the New Zealand Government at 
the time and to CalweU (or his speech 
writer, Freudenberg) and Caims - that 
the US, enteruig an unwinnable war, would 
later withdraw permanentiy from Asia, 
destroymg Menzies' poUcy utterly. 
Lifted -frow. 
One was that it was stUI getting Itself 
together after-the change to communism 
in 1949. The second and more compel-
luig, was that the Sino-Soviet spUt had 
been developing since the 19 SOs and was 
openly apparent by 1963. 
With its enemy, Russia, at its rear, 
China was unUkely to embark on a sou-
thern adventure, even if it thought it 
could get through its traditional enemy 
Vietnam. The US intervention in the war, 
Ul fact, drove China until 1969 mto 
something of a synthetic rapprochement 
with Russia. 
Apart from these negative indications 
suggesting that no Australian vital interests 
were at stake m Vietnam, there was posi-
tive danger in the poUcy. 
This was - and it was obvious at least 
to the New Zealand Govemment and to 
Caldwell (or his speech writer, Freuden-
beig) and Caims - that the US, entering 
an unwinnable war, would later withdraw 
permanently from Asia, destroymg Men-
zies poUcy utterly. 
Kissinger scuttied back to the negot-
iating table and there threw ui the 
towel; 
And Ellsberg, continues Professor 
Brodie, makes it clear what he judged 
penaUies for "losing" Vietnam were: 
the fury of the radical right and a re-
crudescence of McCarthyism. 
If so, it seems a poor reason to go to 
war, which involves a lot of people get-
ting kUIed. 
It is also a fact that Menzies' succes-
sor won a massive victory against Cal-
dweU hi November, 1966, in an election 
ostensibly fought on the issue of the war. 
I have been incUned to beUeve that 
most of us didn't think much about the 
war - there seemed lo be some kind of 
a tacit national conspiracy not to - but 
that when an important penon Uke . 
Lyndon Johnson, President of the Unit-
ed States, took the trouble to come out 
to AustraUa a month before the election, 
Holland his Govemment must have been 
on the right tram. 
If Johnson did have an effect on the 
election, there is a certaui irony about 
what happened eight months later. 
hi July, 1967, Johnson sought an hi-
creased effort from AustraUa and New 
Zealand and sent out Max Taylor 
(When that letter was issued, on April 
21, Menzies, as is disclosed m the body 
of this report, had already faced the sit-
uation, and his many pressing duties, hi-
cluduig sittuig around and waitmg for 
Doctor Qual.) 
And on the same day, in Perth, De-
fence Minister Paltridge said people of 
goodwUl who took part in peace vi©ls or 
circulated academics' petitions for peace 
were echoing communist demands and 
arguments. 
WhUe Paltridge's argument does not 
survive even the most cursory examin-
ation - he is saying that aU commun-
ists everywhere are wrong about every-
thing; uicluding whether to drink white 
wine or red with the fish - it raises the 
question of why there was relatively so 
little pubUc debate on Vietnam in the 
eariier years of the war. 
What the Vict Mmh, the Vietcong 
and North Vietnam demonstrated once 
and for all was that a smallish country, 
drawing on a population of perhaps 20 
mUUon, can take on all comers, includ-
ing France, the United States and Aus-
traUa, and drive them aU, in the end, 
into the sea. 
Kissmger went back to the negotiat-
ing table, and there threw in the towel. 
And Ellsberg, contuiues Professor 
Brodie, makes it clear what he judged 
penalties for "losing*' Vietnam were: 
the fury of the radical right and a recrud-
escence of McCarthyism. 
It is also a fact that Menzies' succes-
sor won a massive victory against CalweU 
in November, 1966 in an election osten-
sibly fought on the issue of the war. 
In July 1967, Johnson sought an in-
creased effort from Australia and New 
Zealand and sent out Max Taylor, 
(When that letter was issued, on ApiU 
21, Menzies, as is disclosed in the body 
of this report, had aheady faced the sit-
uation.) 
And on the same day, m Perth, Def-
ence Muiister Paltridge said people of 
goodwUl who took part in peace vigUs 
or curculated academics' petitions for 
peace were echoing communist dem-
ands and arguments. 
Paltridge's argument raises the ques-
tion of why there was relatively so lit-
Ue public debate on Vietnam in (he 
eariier years of the war. 
Wliat the Viet Minh, the Vietcong and 
North Vietnam demonstrated once and 
for aU was that a smaUish country given 
adequate support and drawing on a popu-
lation of perhaps 20 mUlion can take on 
aU comers, including France, the United 
States and Australia, and drive them aU 
in the end, into the sea. 
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EATING A LA FRANCAISE 
DID YOU KNOW 
THAT: the Ancient Greeks were very fond of crick-
ets and that the Qiinese were as choosv about eatins; 
their silk worms as they were about the quality of 
silk they produced. 
THAT: the first mention on the menu of locusts 
(locusta, buchus and attachus) appears in the Old 
Testament, (Leviticus, Chapter 11, Ver. 21 & 22) 
concernhig the application of the Laws of Moses. 
THAT: the Egyptians accidentally hit upon a rec-
ipe for leavened bread. 
THAT: Sauerbraut does not have its origin in Ger-
many as the name suggests, but appeared first in 
Chma in 53 A.D. 
THAT: The humble potato was brought to Spaui 
from Equador in 1539, and thence to the rest of the 
world. 
THAT: The croissant was mvented m Budapest in 
• 1636 after the defeat of the Turks. 
THAT: The Madelaine (sponge cake) has its origin 
in Commercy, France and became fashionable at the 
Court at Versailles m 1730. 
It is said that French cuisine is perhaps the Tmesl m 
the world, but it must be understood that French cook-
mg as we know it today has its origins from all over the 
world, and it was Louis XIV a fervent gourmet, who 
scientiRcally organised these world wide influences into 
what is now called French cuisine. 
He had three reasons for doing this: 
1) to please his courtiers 
2) to attract tlie finest artists from all over the 
world to Ills court. 
3) advances in alchemy led to experiments to 
make gold using all kinds of things e.g. pineapples, 
potatos, grapes etc. and on the off chance, to try to 
find a recipe for Eternal Youth. 
Louis XIV was so concerned with producing the fin-
est food in the world, and the above-mentioned off 
shoots, that ofthe ten thousand persons employed at • 
the Palace of Versailles, three thousand were devoted to 
"le Service de la bouche" (feeding mouths). When enter-
taining royalty or ministers from foreigii countries, Louis 
XIV ordered more than one hundred different dishes 
for one meal. 
The recipes for gold and Eternal Youth are still to be 
discovered, but thiough tliis greed, cooking has been 
discovered and organised into what we know now. 
We don't eat locusts today, but the French still adore 
tiieir snails and frogs legs - (Of which there are 20 dif-
ferent varieties m case you fancy such a treat). 
On Australian menus we find dishes with French na-
mes but which have not always been prepared in the 
French way, especially meat dishes, and pastries, and 
sometimes fhe customer is very disappointed in not fin-
ding sometiung very different m the flavour or present-
ation even tiiough he may go from one restaurant to a-
nother. 
It has taken centuries to perfect a recipe and it seenis 
a shame that wc are unable to benefit from this experi-
ence. 
Our French chef in tlie creperie is very concerned ab-
out giving you a real French Pancake and goes to all sorts 
of lengtlis against many difficulties to produce it. He 
feels tliat you should know the why's ofa few things so 
that you may enjoy your meal to tlie fullest. 
1. Mushrooms: Tlie reason the chef does not 
use mushrooms from a tin are several: a) fresh mush-
rooms are obviously more nutritious, b) the flavour is 
better because it is npt tainted by preservatives, c) they 
are cooked the French way with garlic. 
. 2. Pancakes: The chef would like to be 
able to serve a pancake a minute, but if they were made 
in advance and refrigerated they would taste soggy. So 
'be prepared to wait several minutes. 
3. Fruit Salad: Tlie fruit is cut frcsii daily 
into large pieces in order to retain some of the nutrition-
al value - the best part of the orange is first under the 
skin. 
4. Vienna Coffee: must not be stirred, but sho-
uld be drunk black through the chantilly cream which 
is already sweetened. 
If you stick by these little pointers you are bound to 
want to eat more of this marvellous French cooking and 
tliereby encourage our French chef to greater things. 
, BonAppetit!! 
Lee Perinet 
for the French chef 
Coppens de Northland 
CREPERIE NEW HOURS 
10.15 to 10.45 a.m. 
12 to 2 p.m. 
4.45 to 6.45 p.m. 
ROXY AND ELSEWHERE 
Frank Zappa and The Mothers 
Discreet Label 2DS 2202 
Zappa is an mtriguhig figure. He has released albums 
oT appalling self-hidulgence and yet intersperses these 
with records oozing with crushingly inventive humour -
and strikhigly original music. I enjoy the live albums part-
icularly (e.g. Just Another Band from LA. and Filhnore 
East) and welcome this live double sel. 
Most of the set was recorded at the Roxy hi Hollywood 
but uicludes a few road tapes. Although side four (The . 
Be-Bop Tango) is of questionable quality, the other three 
contaUi some marvellous material, espemWy Penguin in 
Bondage, Dummy Up, Cheepnis (about old horror movies) 
and Son of Orange County (a Nixon ditty). 
I know some people will continue to heap abuse on 
Zappa but fans like myself accept this release gratefully .D 
UTOPIA 
Todd Rundgren 
BearsviUe Label BR 6954 
When his punk pop band The Nazz folded, Todd Run-
dgren graduated to production virtuosity which furthered 
the careers of among others. The Band, Fanny, New York 
Dolls, Grand Funk, Badfinger, and, Jesse Winchester and 
established his own formidable reputation. Meantime he 
recorded a number of solo albums which were declared 
either brilliant or self-mdulgent and pretentious (depend-
ing on the music critic concemed). 
Utopia, his first group since the Nazz, has all tlie flam-
boyance for which Rundgren is noted, featuring rugged 
piercing guitar interwoven with three sets of keyboards. 
The volume is consistently high throughout and the pace 
of this barrage is gruelling with tlie four tracks totallhig 
almost sixty muiutes. Its immensity is boggling. 
It is certain that Rundgren mtended this to be a serious 
conceptual work, hidicated by the melodically complex 
spiralling opuses with quasi-political lyrics of cosmic sign-
ificance. On this level it fails dismally, bemg merely ped-
antic and grandiose. He in fact lends credence to that 
charge of self-indulgent pretension (e.g. The Ikon which 
occupies all of side two). However Yes and E.LJ*. can 
similarly be accused yet their music finds wide acceptance. 
This then is the key. If the album is regarded as a piece . 
of wizaniry and the trappings are ignored, the very physi-
cal nature of the performance is enjoyable and the exhib-
itionism of the music is an asset.. 13 
TOM JANS 
Tom Jans 
A & M Label.L35321 
Recorded in Nashville, this is a luke warm offering 
which features the comfortable strahis of soft country 
rock balladeering. A low-key album, it shuns sensuality, 
humour or warmth, opting for a cautionary dry approach. 
As such, the material lacks colour, depth and contrast. Q 
THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM 
The Sensational Alex Harvey Baud 
Vertigo Label 6360112 
At age 37, after years with his sou! band and a four year 
stmt with Hah, Alex Harvey met a progressive Scottish 
group called Teargas m 1972. They joined forces and op-
ted for a sunpler, more straightforward rock format. Now 
at 40 and three albums later, he is becoming a rock-star 
hi the Sensational Alex Harvey Band. 
As tlie cover portrays, this is comic book, ganster mov-
ie rock with fantasy, exaggeration, simplicity, starkness. 
The lyrics reflect this through the use of repetition, mis-
spellhig, and abbreviated language while occasionaUy hi 
the music, Hollywood cliches are employed. The subjects 
of the songs are either bizane (Hit City Symphony Parts 
1 &2, Tomahawk Kid), confusing (Sergeant Fury, Money 
HoneyjThe Impossible Dream) or climactic (Anthem). The 
overall mood is rumbling and somewhat deranged. -
On stage, the band has a reputation for incorporathig 
elements ofviolence in theh act and the result is chilling. 
(At the same time, they are noted for their audience con-
trol - seats are not ripped up at a SAHB concert). Alex 
Harvey sets the scene with Mickey Spillane type vocals, 
never mellow and often venomous. He suigs about Vambo 
(a punk superman), smashes tiirough brick walls, wears 
stockings over his head, and manages to look sinister in 
faded denims. 
Guitarist ZaI Cleminson completes themacabre set-
ting with Coco the clown make up - white face, starred 
eyes, thinly painted mouth, offset by his red hair. His 
playing is suitably jagged,, scorching, impressive. Altoge-
ther their performance is uncompromising. They have 
at thnes been booed offa stage and yet hailed on others, 
ofien converting mitially hostile audiences. 
As this album is closest to their live work it will prob-
ably evoke similarly strong impressions, one way or ano-
ther. While the record does have its flaws, it is on the 
whole a fascinating example of straight rock. D 
fConfinocJ -^"N 
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MUSIC CONTINUED 
AUNTY JACK SINGS WOLLONGONG 
Polydor Label 2907 012 
For those of you who are familiar with the Aunty Jack 
Show, the maid with the golden glove has released a kil-
ler of an album, h features all the favourite chaotic parti-
cipants uicluding Norman Gunston, Mervyn Whipple, 
Errol and Neil, Spider and the gang, the Farrelly brothers 
and the enterprismg Kev Kavanagh (butcher laureate and 
meatologist). 
Rock music plays an integral part ofthe album and in-
cludes not only evergreens like Farewell Aunty Jack and 
Doin' the Aunty Jack but also such gems as Veggie Queen 
The Kid Eager, and Tarzan Super Ape (an origami rock 
opera), thereby justly earning the title of hard rock com-
edy. 
Messrs. Bond, O'Donoghue, and McDonald have gat-
hered together a brilliant collection of manities and if 
you don't get this record, you will not be let off lightly. 
Aunty Jack has promised to jump out of the record co-
ver and rip your bloody arms off. 1 have no doubt that 
she will! D 
BOOGIE CHI LLU N 
John Lee Hooker 
Fantasy Label L45433/4 
The gaudy, paunchy music scene today owes more than 
a little to those black illiterates of years ago, whose music 
was spawned in real privation, real poverty. The intensity 
the spirit, even the topics and style of those early creat-
ions have been unitated and mutated over and over in the 
last quarter of a century. These records present material 
by two of the pioneers. 
Sam Hopkins was born near Houston in 1912. Whereas 
his later recordings were marred by an overkill of bass and 
drums (to cash in on rock and roll), this collection from 
1950 and 1951 featuring only guitar and vocals represents 
his best work uicluding Hello Central, Coffee Blues. New 
Short Haired Woman. Although the guitar work is far 
froin perfect, the spontaneUy of the rough-textured mu-
sic says more than technical proficiency. 
John Lee Hooker, born in Mississippi in 1917, has in 
recent years performed with various rock bands (e.g., 
with Canned Heat on Hooker'n'Heat) but this budget pri-
ced double set arises from solo sessions in the early 
1960s. Record two was initially released as a single al-
bum. Hooker's uifluence is obvious from the many songs 
that have been covered by modern bands. His walking • 
bass lines and efficient abrasive guitar and vocal style 
have been extensively borrowed, usually without ack-
nowledgement. 
Rock's origms, while expectedly crude and unsophis-
ticated by present standards, reward examuiation by es-
tabUshing a proper perspective (your favoiirite riff may 
be 40 years old) and by the sheet sense of pleasure evo-
ked. As well as Lightnhig and John Lee, you might try 
Robert Johnson, Bukka White, Muddy Waters, Sun House, 
Fred McDowell -just for starters. D 
MANIFIESTO: CHILE SEPTEMBER 1973 
Victor Jara 
Transatlantlic Label L35415 
When Allende was murdered on the 11 September 1973 
by the American-fmanced coup, Victor Jara was to sing at 
an exhibition about the horrors of fascism and civil war at 
the Technical University. After the siege of the university, 
he was arrested and, with over5,000 others, held prisoner 
hi the Santiago Stadium. Here he sang to encourage mor- . 
ale. Even when the guards had smashed his hands he con-
tinued to sing. Then, after two days of torture, he was 
machhie gunned to death "trying to escape". His last poem 
composed in the stadium, was leamt by heart by several 
prisoners and eventually smuggled out of Chile. 
Because Jara's work is being systematically destroyed 
hi Chile, several of the tracks had to be transcribed from 
salvaged records (the master recordings arc no longer avail-
able) and their quality is not as good as one might expect. 
However, rather than detractmg fiom the result, it is a 
reminder of what is happening hi Chile and indicates the 
steps taken to obHterate works that the Junta fmds em-
barrasshig. (1 remember those films of flamethrowers ig-
nituig heaps of books in Santiago streets • 
The material on this record stretches from 1968 to his 
brutal murder on the 15 September 1973. The translat-
ion from Spanish and the narration have been done by his 
widow, Joan Jara, except for the poem Oiile Stadium 
read by Adrian Mitchell. The album reveals that the gre-
atness of Victor Jara lies not in the technkiues of his mu-. 
sic but hi his active love ofthe people, his dedicated opp-
osition to die afflictions of misery and hijustice. Even If 
you don't like folk music, theh buy this record for the 
poetry. The Junta seek to blot out the memory of this 
man. Buy the record to keep his name alive. U 
LIFE MACHINE 
Hoyt Axton 
A & M Label L35103 . 
Axton is a veteran songwriter who has written such dis-
parate songs as The Kingston Trio's Greenback Dollar and 
SteppenwolPs The Pusher. That he commands respect ac-
ross a broad musical spectrum is hidicated by those assist-
ing him here (e.g. Flo and Eddie, Linda Ronstadt, Jim 
Keltner, Doug Dillard, Red Rhodes etc.) hi fact, a special 
chart depictmg who. played what where is thoughtfully 
provided on the back cover. 
However, these friends do not save the album. From 
some interesting but average rock (including Maybelline 
and TTia t's All Right) it gradually whids down to nasal 
country rock platitudes, hitthig bottom with Boney Fin-
gers ("Work your fingers to the bone, what have you got? 
Boney fmgers.") In view of Axton's previous displays of 
talent, the album is disappointmg. D 
FEATS DON'T FAIL ME NOW 
Little Feat 
Warner Bros Label BS 2784 
That Little Feat are one of the best rock and roll bands 
around has long been recognized by people such as Jimmy 
Page, Roiy Gallagher and even the Stones. (Exile On Mam 
Street is said to be indebted to the second album Sailhi 
Shoes.) Respect for the band has only recently grown from 
a few devotees to broad mass of popular support with the 
release of this, the fourth album. The Doobie Brothers dis-
covered this on the Warner Bros Music Show tour in Lon-
don when the crowd kept up chants for Little Feat well 
tato the Doobie's fourth song. 
Respect for the Feat arose because their music is orig-
uial and supremely inventive - they do not play stereo-
type or modified Chuck Berry riffs or dawdle along with 
sunple boogie. Theh music is articulate and inquisitive , 
with interesthig twists of rhythm rcsultuig in a unique 
shuffle which is alternately vigorous and crisp or lophig 
and understated. 
The group's origins are diverse - guitarist Lowell 
George from Zappa's Mothers, drummer Richie Harwani 
from The Fraternity of Man, bassist Ken Grad ney and 
percussionist Sam Clayton from Bonnie and Delaney. The 
other members are Bill Payne on keyboards and Paul 
Barrere on guitar. If theh music is to be labelled, it could 
be called southern fried rock and roll, yet they are far sup-
erior to most of that burgeomng coUection of bands from 
the south. 
Every track is delightful, the exceptional ones bemg 
Rock and Roll Doctor, Skin It Back, Wait Till the Shit 
Hits the Fan and CbW Cold Cold/Tripe Face Boogie. 
There is no doubt that Little Feat definitely deliver the 
goods. To my muid, they are the best American rock band 
around today. ^ D 
LIFESONG 
Cashman and West 
Probe Label SPBA 3079 
This is yet another album that is very competently pro-
duced and played yet does not contain one element of 
fiair or mdlviduaUty. The sound, with poUte vocals and 
pretty strings, has a roundness and softness that is flabby. 
The duo make some half-hearted attempts to generate a 
spark oh/JocfrMe to Your Music mi New York Wont-
an but theh brightness is just gloss and theh sweetness 
saccharhie. The album is merely professional but lack* 
lustre. Lifesong is as vapid as the colour of its cover. D 
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME ... LIVE 
B. B. King and Bobby Bland 
Probe Label SPBB 50190-1 
A double alburn requires some strength of purpose if 
a listener's interest is to be held over four sides. A live 
super-session between B.B, King and Bobby Bland could 
have been expected to sustain such interest through ex-
chement and spontaneity. Sadly they fail. 
B.B. King's clear ringuig guitar should never have been 
combined with a big band sound. Although intended to 
build songs to a clunax, the band merely succeeds m being 
metallic and grating (e.g. That's the Way Love Is). What 
tlie album could have sounded like is indicated by the 
first four minutes of Drifting Blues, until the brass inter-
venes and kills the feel of the song.' 
The vocals of King and Bland are not up to their usual 
standard and their duets occasionally come apart when a 
line is missed or a cue forgotten. (Perhaps this is to be ex-
pected as part of the atmosphere of an imprornptu perf-
ormance.) Bland croaks and rasps his way through the 
tunes and at times his voice resembles throat-clearing. 
hi the end, this album is both too short and too long. 
It is too short for a live album, averaging over 17 mmutes 
a side. Yet it is too long in that mferior material is mclu-
ded and it is overextended to the point of bemg boring. 
It would have been more acceptable if the highlights had 
been gathered together on a single album. D 
THE WORLD BECAME THE WORLD 
Premiata Forneria Marconi 
Manticore Label, MC66673 
P.F.M. derive theh name from a cake-shop in Brescia, 
Italy but its members have a more auspicious background 
with years of classical tramhig and musical experience. 
(In one four year period they played as session men on 
80% of Italian hits while still gaining acclaim as a group). 
Their first excursion into English language music was 
with the album Photos of Ghosts which was character-
ized by the forceful classicism that they brought to rock. 
It has a directness, a rigor of style and a wafting beauty 
which made it an amazingly good debut album. Its only, 
problem was that it did not project a distinctive person-
ality. 
In continuing this search for a niche this second album 
adopts a slightly different stance to the first, soundhig m 
parts like King Crimson, in others like Yes. They appear 
to be moving mto an area that is already well represented 
and it would be sad indeed to fmd theh higenuity hidden 
in the mire that techno-rock is becoming. 
Havhig said that, let me also say that this album is still 
extremely hnpressive. After a few hearings, one begms to 
realize that it has such a complexity ahd vvealth of ideas 
that it positively overflows with proficiency and style. The 
album commences with the ten minute long The Moun-
tain which opens with a full voice choir (Accademia 
ftolina de Milano) before leadmg mto powerful and in-
tricate rock woven by guitar and violin. My preferences 
are thJs track and Four Holes in the Ground although all 
six tracks are worthy of attenUon. 
This reconi ought to be given more than a casual listen 
as it combmes expertise and tasteful power. The lack ofa 
lyrics sheet is the only sore pomt as it makes compre-
hension ofthe halian-slurred English difficuU. Pete Sin-
field's lyrics, usually obscure but good, are rendered m-
effective. However the music stands on its own merits. D 
SO WHAT 
Joe Walsh 
Probe Label SPBAA 3089 
Americans have always regarded guitarist Joe Walsh as 
having the potential for greatness. This, his third album 
shice leaving The James Gang utlhzes not only his talents 
as a guitarist but also as a bassist, singer, keyboardist, and 
producer. Whereas the previous records featured his band 
Barnstorm, Walsh opts for a looser arrangement mvolvhig 
some friends and some ex-Barnstorm men. Included are 
The Eagles (who appear hi various combhiations), John D, 
Souther, and Dan Fogelberg. If you are familiar writh those 
names, you will have little trouble identifyuig the style of, 
music as post-Neil Young country rock. Country Fab- and* 
Falling Down are typical of this genre. 
While Time Out, Welcome to the Qub and Tttm to 
Stone are passable tunes, the remamder are particularly 
lunp for one reason or another. The synthesizedversion 
of Maurice Ravel's Pavane of the Sleeping Beauty, altho-
ugh quite good, is totally mcongruous and out of charac-
ter hi a guitar album of this kuid. 
So What contains some interesthig moments but great-
ness still eludes Joe Walsh to the extent that he is walkhig 
well-covered paths. His work is yet to be worthy ofthe 
attention he is attracthig. D • 
Bin Holdsworth 
ternpar florae* 
THE BEST OF Ll FE 
To see life; to see the world; to eyewitness great events; to watch the faces of the poor and the gestures of the 
proud; to see strange things - machines, armies, multitudes, shadows in the jungle and on tlie moon; to see 
man's work — his paintings towers and discoveries; to see things thousands of miles away; thuigs hidden behind 
walls and withui rooms; thmgs darigerous to come to; to see and taiie pleasure in seemg, to see and be amaz-
ed; to see and be instructed. 
THE ATHLETES 
Slashing Dive: Her form as faultless as the photographer's timing, 
Kathy Fllcher, 14, neatly knifes the water. 
THE SOLDIERS 
This extract from Henry Luce, founder of Life Maga-
zme summed up the potential he saw for photography 
as a medium. Photography as a medium of communica-
tion immortalizes moments of time and thus functions 
as an historical record of past and present events. It al-
so exists as a vaUd art form providing scope for human 
creativity and imagination. Tiiese two functions were 
expressed in Life Magazine where the combination of 
professional skill and creativity produced a magazine of 
rare quality and excellence. 
During the years it was published 1936 -1972, Life 
photographers preserved for future generations through 
their eyewitness lenses, the international achievements 
and disasters of their thne. They captured the horrors 
of war, the nostalgia of a byegone era, and the absurd-
ity o'f the human condition. 
Life Magazine fell victim to rishig costs,and competition 
from television and went out of production hi 1972. Tlie 
loss of such a superb publication is partially compensated 
by the publication of the "Best of Life" - a collection of 
over 600 colour and black and white photographs wliich 
appeared in Life Magazines. In tills superb anthology - a 
range of topics such as "Great Moments Preserved", "Tlie 
Soldiers", "The Variety of Life", "The Animals", "The 
Children" are pictorially illustrated. 
The book is a selection from more than 18 million 
hnages in Life's Picture Collection, the largest indexed 
treasury ofits kind in the world. It is one of those age-
less books wliich will provide many hours of quiet absor-
ption and refiection. 
Tills book was originally published in a hardback ver-
sion which cost around $19. It has however now been pub-
lished in a soft-cover edition which sells at S8.95. The 
quality ofthe publication makes it well worth the cost. 
In reviewing a book whose magic lies in the visual field 
words are inadequate and a much better perspective is gam-
ed through providing a few examples ofthe power ofthe 
photography. • . 
Anne Draper 
THE MOMENT PRESERVED 
Johannesburg March 1950: 2 gold miners' eyes empty of hope, 
sweat m tha 95 degrees heat ol a tunnel a mile under the Union 
of South Africa's biggest city. The nation's racial policy of apar-
theid was new at the time. Photo: Margaret Bourl<e-White 
GROWING UP 
Flower Power: A young anti-war marcher in a symbolic gest-
ure, places pink carnations In the rifle barrels of army guards 
on the steps of the Pentagon in a 1967 confrontation. 
Returning after the recapture of Manila to the camp where he 
had been imprisoned, Mydans found these two emaciated cam-
rades. Photo: Cari IVlydans. 
Tcarfuliquad leader-down to the last twq men In hts s^ua^ «nd 
out of ammunition, a U.S. corporal assigned to assault a •^o'"" 
ridge gives way to tears of helpless rage. Photo - David Duncan. 
OPENING NEXT MONDAY APPLIANCES 
PEUGEOT 
BIKES 
HI FI AND 
TV PJJIGS 
AND LEADS 
BRISBANE 
GAS €0 . 
COUNCIL RATES 
ELECTRICITY 
DOG PERMITS 
TIIEATRE 
BOOKINGS 
CROCKERY 
AND 
TENT HIRE 
PIONEER 
SONEDO 
AWA 
FERRIS 
These and lots more 
ELECTRIC BLANKETS, HEATERS, 
IRONS, JUGS, TOASTERS, BLENDERS, 
MINI-STOVES, HAIR CARE ACCESSORIES 
and other appliances are all available at the 
Union Agency. 
Want to buy something that isn't in stock? 
Just ask; we can order it for you. 
Twingk 
Two element heater with twin reflectors for 
efficient radiation. Designed to heat medium 
areas economically. Two heat switch for 2,000 
or 1,000 watts. 
UNION AGENCY 
Located in the Union Shopping Arcade 
TeL 711611 Internal calls: Ext. 394 or 6443 
Midnight Oil 
DESK LAMPS 13.30 
Australian - made, top quality. 
WYT RAY fluorescent 
normally up to 20.00 
HEWLETT M PACKARD 
WITH EVERY HP 45. HP 55. AND HP 65 
CALCULATOR SOLD DURING JUNE. 
THIS TWO COLOUR HEWLETT PACKARD 
T SHIRT IS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 
$ 3.50 AT THE UNION CALCULATOR SHOP. 
HP 21 
HP 35 
HP 45 
HP 55 
HP 65 
HP 70 
HP 80 
 
Calculators 
KOVIK 
113.00 
• 171.00 
213.00 
342.00 
722.00 
237.00 
342.00 
Mathematician 
Financier 
Statistician 
Scientist 
Model 650 
850 
823 r 
823 R 
820 
$62 
$80 
$80 
S80 
$9.80 
$15.50 
$23.00 
$31.00 
$21.00 
cassettes and tapes Canon 
Mail Orders 
add $2.00. 
Rainbow 
C60 
C90 
C120 
Jamproof 
C60 
C90 
C120 
Retail 
1.99 
2.99 
3.99 
2.50 
3.50 
4.50 
Qiromfum Dioxide 
C60 3.50 
C90 5.00 
C120 6.50 
Union 
1.55 
2.30 
2.95 
1.90 
2.50 
3.30 
2.50 
3.40 
4.55 
F7 
F5 
LE81M 
LE84 
LE85 
SANYO 
SANYO CX 8105 
CZ 2171 
44.00 
100.00 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
Located in the Union Shopping Arcade 
OPEN-
MONDAY - THURSDAY 9 AM -7 PM 
FRIDAY 9AM-SPM 
Tel. 70 9817 or 711611 
Internal calls: 
Ext. 394 or 6443 
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fAMILy DAT CAKE 
There is increasing evidence that for many children, 
and especiaUy for those under 3 years, the conventional 
child care centre is not the best kind of substitute care. 
Some children under 3 years, either chronologically or 
developmentally, find group living in a child care ixntre 
overthring, overstifflulating and emotionally unsatisfymg. 
The normal emotional development and subsequent 
mental health of eveiy infant and young childreciuues 
a secure, loving relationship with a parent or parent-sub-
stitute. Sometimes, the large child care centre meets only 
the gross physical needs ofyoung children in this age 
group; attention to their emotional needs and the stimu-
lation necessary for physical and intellectual develop-
ment is lacking and largely unrecognized. Caring situat-
ions for large groups fail to enhance the child's positive 
family experiences and to supply experiences supple-
mentary and complementary to those available in his/her 
own home. 
In consequence ofthe lack of evidence through re-^  
search, experts in the field of early childhood develop-
ment are attemptmg to fmd means of dupUcating, as 
far as possible, the best conditions which may be found 
in normal home life as an alternative form of child care. 
Tlius they are turning more and more to the age old 
method of sharing the care of young children in village 
life translated into organized and supervised family day 
care especially, but not exclusively, for children under 
3 years. 
A family day care centre is, therefore, a facility for 
caring for a small group of children - usually no more 
than four - with anormal family scatter of ages in a 
private home. 
The day care "parents" qualities are far more import-
ant than the material standard of their home. They 
should not be occupied in any other occupation in addi-
tion to the care of their home and children. They need 
to have warm qualities and a genuine interest in and 
sympathy with young children. Those pilot progranunes 
which are already in existence in Australia are based on 
the principle that mature people who ha've had the ex-
perience of raising their own families and who, moreover 
enjoy chiJdrearing have talents which can be applied to 
the care of other people's children on a regular daily 
basis. This differs from informal private minding arrange-
ments insomuch as a responsible body approves of the 
minders or "caregivers". 
It must be stressed that private child-minding is not 
family day care. Family day care incorporates the skills 
of successful mothering within a well-planned total pro-
gramme enriched by supervision and advice from profes-
sionally qualified staff such as preschool teachers and 
mothercraft nurses. 
Such a programme of Family Day Care will be organ-
ized from this campus starting next semester to cater 
for the pressing needs for Childcare. 
Tills facility will be open to children of all ages, (bab-
ies, toddlers, "pre-schoolers", and after school children) 
and to anyone who is in anyway connected with univer-
sity. Students - full/part-time/evening; Staff - academ-
ic/clerical/maintenance . 
The hours are flexible to allow for 8,00 a.m. lectures 
to 8 p.m. lectures; whether a child needs to be minded 
40 hours a week or 4 hours it can be all catered for with-
in the structure of the family day care programme to pro -
vide what the parent and child want. 
The playhouse will be being renovated during semester 
II so the family day care programme will be the only fac-
ility that the Union will be offering during semester II. 
Further information and enrohnents can be obtained 
by ringing the Union on 71 1611 and asking for the co-
ordinator of the Family day care.progtamme from June 
9th onwards. • 
Photo Credit- The Best of Ufe 
Child Care is not always cuddly babies -some of 
the grimmer realities include dirty nappies 
and endless messes. 
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ACTIVITIES 
CLASSIFIED ADS. 
WORKSHOPS 
The Activiiics Workshops will be running 
again second semester, with workshops offer-
ed in leatherwork, pottery, raku pottery, we-
aving, batik, silk-screen printing, creative dance, 
photography, 8 mm film making, basic caipcn-
tiy, basic me«hanics, bicycle mechanics, orien-
tal cooking, guitar, typing and art. The work-
shops runs forc^hf or fen weeks wilh 2 hour 
sessions per week. The average cost of a work-
shop is $8 per course for students and $10 
for non students. Capital equipmenl is gene-
rally provided by the Union, and any mater-
ials required may be purchased by us for 
workshop people at wholesale prices. 
The following are Second Semester work-
shop dates. 
Enrolments open Monday July 28 
close, Friday August 15 
Workshops start Monday September 1 
(week beginning) 
finish Monday October 20 
(week beginning) 
For further information contact Heather 
Ross in Activities office. Workshop booklets 
with enrolment forms will be available from 
Union Office in the first week of Second 
Semester. 
MEETINGS 
Monday 9th June at 7.30 p.m. at the Womens 
House, 18 Cairns Street. Red Hill, there will 
be a wine and cheese evening at which Shula-
mltc Atoni will be guest speaker. Shulamlte 
Aloni is a iewlsh lady who has started her own 
political party. 
Open House — every Friday night at,the Wo-
mens House, 18 Cairns Street, Red Hill. Ex-
cellent opportunity to meet women Involved 
In the women's movement In an Informal at-
mosphere. Everyone welcome. 
GAY LIBERATION 
Next meeting will be held at 20 Jeays Street, 
Bowen Hills. Wednesday 4 June, 8 p.m, 
EnquirDs: 71 1611 —Ask for Bronwyn. 
PATCHWORK 
Gay Women's Group meets every Tuesday 
night at tho Camp Cluh — 379 George Streeti 
City. Phone 21 9373 for Info, advice, help or 
someone to talk to. 
EXHIBITIONS In the foyer of SchoneU The-
atre. Friday 23 May — Juno 5 - Exhibition 
of the History of Pottery by Queensland Pot-
ters Association. 
Frklay 6 June - Thursday 19 June — Exhibi-
tion of paintings by Anthony Rue, Adrian 
Hunter, Mitchell and D. Foster, Jillian Secom-
be. Exhibitions of pottery by Anthony Rue. 
Exhibitions o( batik by Dame Kathleen Pont. 
Groups Interested In displaying' In Schonell 
foyer, slJouia contact the Activities office. 
CONCERTS 
Nell Brlce Fund-Raising Concert put on by 
student music groups, Mayne Hall, 8.00 p.m. 
Friday Junes —Admission by programme 
$1.50 students. Proceeds go lo the Nell Brlce 
Memorial Fund for needy students. Perform-
ances by University of Queensland Musical 
Society and Pro Musica. 
Soloists: Hana Dedeclous (cellist), Bernlce 
Lehmann (pianist), Margaret Huiseil (mezzo-
soprano) 
Varied Programmo: from works by Baeh 
and Brumby to negro spirituals. Should be 
pleasant music - and a worthy cause. 
ACCOMMODATION 
Cat looking for a place to live around Toowong 
i'm vegetarian, French by origin and Austra-
lian by heart, musician, tolerant 
Leave a message for Michel at the Activities 
office — thank you. 
Four piece band (two guitars, drums and 
bass and vocals) available for ali functions (dances, etc,) 
Styles played :"gaod tlmej"rtiythm'n'blues", 
country rock or heavy rock, soul, to suit the 
audience. 
Please contact Alec Cox, at 113 Sherwood 
Road, Toowong. 
To all those consclenclous and hatd working 
students who are gearing up for the coming 
Exams — some comforting news — the Hott 
Room Bar will be opened during lunch times 
on the following :4 days: 
Saturday 7.6.75 
Sunday 8.6.75 
Saturday 14.6.75 
Sunday IS.6.75 
If we are to provide this service In future It 
must be patronised — so make use of the 
Holt Room bar over the next two weekends. 
JUNE ^ SCHONELLTHEATRE 
FRI 6 7,30 MALIZIA, DAY FOR NIGHT/PETERSEN, SLAUGHTER'S BIG RIP OFF' 
SAT 7 2 pm SLEEPING BEAUTY (Ballet)/7.30 DAY FOR NIGHT, MALIZIA 
SUN 8 5 pm DIAL M FOR MURDER, GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES/ 
8 pm FELLINI'S 8Vi 
MON 9 1.05 GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES/3.05 DIAL M FOR MURDER/ 
7.30 DIALM FOR'MURDER/9 pm GENTLEJVIEN PREFER BLONDES 
TUE 10 THEATRE CLOSED during day - Channel O Miss Personality 8 p.m. 
WED 11 1,05 MY NAME IS NOBODY/ 3.05 FREEBIE ANO THE BEAN 
7.30 OAY FOR NIGHT, MALIZIA 
THU 12 12.05 MY NAME IS NOBODY/ 3.05 FREEBIE AND THE BEAN 
7.30 rVlALIZIA AND DAY FOR NIGHT/I U S DAY FOR NIGHT or AMACORD 
FRI 13 7.30 MALIZIA AND DAY FOR NIGHT/11.15 REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE, 
HENDRIX 
SAT 14 2 pm DER ROSENKAVALIER (Opera)/ 7,30 DAY FOR NIGHT OR AMACORD 
SUN 15 7 pm RISE AND RISE OF MICHAEL RIMMER and CAMELOT 
MON 16 (Queens Birthday Holiday) 7.30 M RIMMER and OH LUCKY MAN 
TUE 17 12.05 & 3.0S TOUCH OF CLASS/ 7.30 M RIMMER and OH LUCKY MAN 
WED 18 l.OS & 3.05 TOUCH OF CLJ^SS/ 7.30 DAY FOR NIGHT OR AMACORD 
THU 19 12.05 & 3.05 TOUCH OF CI-ASS/7.30 DAY FOR NIGHT OR AMACORD 
FRI 20 7.30 LEMAGNIFIQUe and AMACORD/11.15 WARHOL'S TRASH, LONSOME 
COWBOYS 
SAT 21 2 pm DR FAUSTUS/ 7.30 LE MAGNIFIQUE and AMACORD 
Hecate — A Women's 
Interdisciplinary Journal 
Subscriptions/contributions/articles to Carole Ferrier, 
English Department, University of Queensland, 
St. Lucia, Brisbane 4067, Qld. 
national conference 
on abortion 
and contraception 
Sydney June 14-15 
Sydney university • mannine house 
NATIONAL 
TEACHER TRAINEES 
CONFERENCE 
Australian Union of Students 
MELROSE' South Australia, June 6-8 
literary lift-out 
Issue 12 of Semper Floreat willinclude a 12 page literary liftout. This will feature the work of 
University poets and short story writers, and everyone is invited to submit work for pubUcation. 
Short story contributors aife especially welcome, but space demands that you send only short 
pieces. 
Any enquiries at Semper; forward material to Laurence Gormley, c/- Semper Floreat. Deadline 
July I4th. 
THE ENVIRONMENTALIST by Richard Blundell 
/W/\LKEO ON^ 1 
